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YOU HAVE JOINED THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY OF THE 
AMERICAN PROlETARlAT 
Fighting h y  by Day under Communi* Pady La6dership 
ou  HA^ JOINED the Gmmunist Party of the United States Y of America -use you hare s e m  it in action as the rev* 
lutionary Party of the American proletariat. You have joined 
the Party because you have participated with thousands and 
thousands of other workers in the struggles against the capi- 
talist offensive led by the Communist Party. 
In other words, it is through your experiences in the class 
struggle, under the guidance of the Party, supplemented per- 
haps by some reading of Communist literatute, that you have 
come to be a Communist, signifying this by joining the Party. 
It is necessary that you dec t  now a little more daepIy 
over these experiences because only in this way will you reaeh 
a dearer understanding of the tasks and r d e  of the Party, as 
well as of the tasks and role of each individual mcmhr of the 
party- 
k t  us consider your experiences in the factory struggles, 
Through these struggles you have been engaged in fighting 
against your employer for various economic detnands, for the 
improvement of the conditions of yourself and your shop- 
mates. These struggles you may have carried on as a member 
of a revolutionary union, say, of the National Miners Union, if 
you are a miner; or as a member of the National Textile 
Workers Ilnion, i f  you are employed in a textile mill ; or as a 
member of the Needle Trades Workers Industrial Union, if 
you are a garment worker; or as a member of the Agricultural 
Workers Industrial Union, if you are an agricultural worker. 
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These stmggie~ you m y  have carried on as a member or 
follower of the revolutionary oppositions in the unions of the 
American Federation of k r .  In the course of these strug- 
gles you have undoubtdy learned that the unions of the Trade 
Union Unity k g u e  and the revo1utionaty oppositions in the 
unions of the Amerian Federation of Labr atand on tht 
platform of the class struggle and in this way differ funda- 
mentally from the policies of the reformist leaders of the 
American F h t i o n  of Labr, who stand on the hasis of class 
mllabomtion, that is, the platform of s u m d e r  to the capitalist 
class, the platform of betrayal of the interests of the workers 
to the interests of the capitalists. It is also possible that you 
have not ken a member of any of these unions, which, of 
course, is an error. Members of the Communist Party must be 
members of trade unions, either the revolutionary unions, affili- 
ated to the Trade Union Unity League, or reformist unions, as 
the policy of the Party may require. 
In any m t ,  there are a number of fundamental things that 
you have undwbtdy already discwered as the result of your 
monomic struggles in the factory under revolutionary leader- 
ship, This is that the daily struggles in the shop for the a- 
nomie demands of the workers (strikes, etc.), offer one of the 
chief weapons for combatting the capitalist offdye which 
seekai s apitalist m y  ont of the &is, the other chief weapons 
being the fight for unanployment rdkf and iosurana, the fight 
agrrinst the i m p s h h t  war on Ctdna, md for the dew of 
the Soviet Union, the @t againat a m s t  d o n ,  the lynch- 
iug and mthd oppression of the N-, &.; that the 
str ike~~~mustkthmoqhlyprepartdmihebasisofthe  
widest united front of the workers from below ; and that in 
ordtr to be redly &active for the impmmmt of the condi- 
tions of tbe worken, for the building up of the proletarian 
eounterdensive which d prepaie and strmghn the d- 
ing d w  for the final ovwthmw of apitaIist ruk, thae daily 
eem& m e s  must bt headed by a revolutiwary leader- 
ship, whose complete and dl-inclusive expression is the Corn- 
muaist Party. Yw have also io the treacherous role of the 
Lovestone and Trotsky-Gmon renegades in the recent strikes, 
where these renegades served as tbe spearhead for Green, 
Lewis and Schlesinger, to deimotalize the fighting front of the 
workers. 
Similar experiences you must have derived from your @- 
cipatim in the other current stntggles of the American work- 
ing class. LRt us mention, for instance, the fight against man- 
ploymmt a d  for unernplogment relief and insurance. Through 
your participation in these struggles, whether they be hunger 
marches, demonstrations, anti-eviction Qhts, e k ,  you couldn't 
have escaped the cdus ion  that not only is the Communist 
Party the only politid party fighting really for unemployment 
relief and insumme, but also that the Gmmunist Party is or- 
ganizing and leading the masses in such a way as to educate 
them and strengthen them for the final overthrow of the -pi- 
talist dictatorship and the establishment of the proletarian dic- 
tatorship. 
While participating in the unemployment struggles you may 
have become a member of one of the numemus* Unemplayed 
- Committees that are organizing the masses to Iight for unem- 
ployment relief. If so, you already have a practical knowledge 
of the importance of these mgauizations for the wrying on of 
the fight against mmp10yment. You will now h d  out that 
the Party athches the utmost importance to the struggle for 
unemplqmmt relief and insurartce, as w e  of the cbief weqmm 
h r  eomhttbg the eaP;talist derisive which gekks a capiaist 
way out of the crisis, and to the building up and 
of the unemployed d t t e e s  and e o d l s .  
It is, of course, impossible to say which particular experi- 
ence in the dass struggle was d d i v e  for your joining the 
Cammunist Party. Rather it must have been the sum of mafly 
experiences on various points of the dass struggle front, among 
which the fight against imperialist war and for the defense of 
the Soviet Union had undoubtedly played a v a y  great part ia 
bringing you into the ranks of the Party* This is tbe use with 
many workers who join the Co~nmunist Party because it is ttte 
only Party that is following in the footsteps of and the 
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BoIsbevh, that is, organizing the American proletariat to fob 
low the example of the working c h s  of Russia led by the 
Communist (IBdshwik) Party. It is quite likely that you h e  
come into the Party especially through your pddpation in the 
anti-imperialist struggles, anti-war mpaigns, and the fight for 
the defense of the Soviet Union that the Communist Party is 
leading. Foasibly you are a member of the Friends of the 
Soviet Union, or of the Anti-Imperialist League. If so, p 
a n  already see the great role that these organizations are play- 
ing in the struggle against the capitalist chss. 
In reflecting upon the e~rperienees that made you decide to 
join the Party, me cannot miss such a basic part of the class 
struggle and of the stmggle against imperialism as the fight 
for Negro rights. Whether you are Negro or white, you must 
have realized hy now that the daily strtrggle for the abolition 
of the dimimhation and the s@d pe-tions of the white 
ding class against the Negro masses, partidarly the struggle 
against lynchings and the defense of the Negroes from the 
tynchers, k qne of the most fundamental phases of the rev* 
lutionary fight for the overthxow of the dictatorship of the 
capitalist class in the United States. You will now gain a d e e p  
understanding of the Comraunist position on this question which 
says that the American working dass cannot hope to liberate 
itself from the yoke of capitalism unless it helps to liberate the 
oppressed Negro masses from the national oppression of this 
same while ding dass. Especially if you are a white worker, 
that is, a worker belonging to the dominating nationality, it is 
your duty to stand in the very front ranks of the struggle for 
equal rights for the N e j p  masses and for their final liberation, 
propagating and fighting for the right of the Negroes in the 
Black Belt (in the South) to self-determination, incIuding the 
right of separation from the United States. 
Another phase of the class struggle, which has no doubt con- 
tributed towards your joining the Party, is the fight against the 
increasing use of fascist methods of oppression, against the po- 
l i t i d  reaction of the capitalist class and its government. By 
this we mean the struggle against the attacks of the government, 
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its police, army, and courts, upon workers that are on strike, 
the brutal attacks upon workers' meetings, picket Pnes and 
demonstrations, the j ailings, beatings and outright killiugs of 
striking workers and their leaders, especially dkctcd @st 
the Communist Patty and the revolutionary unions. These are 
some of the manifestations of the political reaction of the capi- 
talist class, the progressive fascization of its government a p  
paratus, all of wbich is directed towards the breaking up and 
cmshg by all possible r n w  the sknqgtcs of the mas= for 
the improvement of their conditions. This is now becoming 
a measure of war preparations of Americaq imperialism, e s p  
dally against the Soviet Union. An essential part of this =pi- 
talist poIitical d o n  is the sharpening attacks upon the for- 
eign-born workers, the wholesale deportations of these work- 
ers, the systematic efforts to introduce legislation for & hger- 
printing and registration of the foreign-born workem, in order 
to terrorize them into submission, in order to drive a wedge 
between them and the native-born Ameri-n workers. Under 
the leadership of the Communist Party, ever larger numbers of 
American workers, native and foreign-born, white and b i d ,  
are in the fight against the politicat d o n  of 
the apitalist h, and far the defense of workers' rights. For 
these struggles some special organhations have been craited, 
such as the International Labor Defense and the Council fbr 
the Protection of the Foreign Born, organizations that embrace 
ail workers, regardless of their political affiliation, a united front 
of the masses for the f@t against the poIitical reaction of the 
ruling class, and for the defense of workers' rights under the 
bdership of the Party. Your experiences in this field of strug- 
gle must have played a large part in your decision to join the 
Party wbich is the leader and organizer of these fights. 
And Iast, but not least, your experienm of the class Btrug- 
gle on the parliamentary field, tbat is, in various e l d o n  cam- 
paign~ongressionaZ elections, presidential elections, state and 
municipal elections, etc. You have voted Communist because 
you consider .correctly that the Communist Party is the only 
dass Party of the workers, and leader of all the oppressed, 
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the only true anti-capitalist Party. By joining the Party you 
have demonstrated your understanding that voting alone for 
the Communist program and ticket in an election campaign is 
not &ent, that only as a member of the Party, participating 
daily in the building up of the Party's strength and influence 
among the masses, dso for the extra parliamentary struggle, 
a n  you become fuHy effective in the fight for the overthrow 
of the dictatorship of the @talist dass, in the fight to estab- 
lish the dictatorship of the proletariat in tbe United States. 
No doubt your experiencmi with the New Deal have had a 
determining influence on your decision to join the Party. You 
must have been es-y struck by the farsightedness, courage, 
and honesty of the Communist Party which aIone in the United 
Stam forewarned the masses during the last presidential elm- 
tions that the coming of Roosmelt and the Democratic Party, 
far from wl* the capitalist crisis, would bring to the toil- 
ing masses more misery, oppression, and exploitation. And at 
the time when the S b I i s t  Party and the of5cialdom of 
the American Federation of Labor were falling over each other 
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to pledge their loyalty and support to Roosmelt's New D d ,  the 
Communist Party without hesitation branded the New Deal as 
a sharper turn of the American bourgeoisie towards fascism and 
war, d i n g  upon the masses to fight against the New Deal and 
exposing the fad that the Thomases and the Greens were them- 
selves b m i n g  f&. 
Now, if you were ta sum up your experiences in the various 
fields of the class struggle in their relation to your joining the 
Party, you wouId undoubtedly express it in the folIowing way : 
The individual daily struggles of the workers against capitalist 
exploitation, in which you participated at various times and on 
various msions ,  are r d y  not isolated and separate cvcnts, 
but constitute so many links in one & a d h e  chain of dass 
struggle of the working dass against the capitalist class, a 
stmgg1e which aims at the overthrow of -pitalist d e ,  the 
abolition of the capitalist system, and the building up of So- 
cialism as the first stage of Communism, through the establish- 
ment of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the form of a 
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Swiet government. And then you would say: The Gommuaist 
Party is that Party which brings to the masses the conscious- 
ness and understanding of the meaning of this struggle. It 
leads the masses and organizes them for this struggle, drawing 
into its own ranks the most advanced and most conscious ele- 
ments of the working class, thus building itself up as the 
vanguard and the leader of the entire class. 
If you are a small farnler, perhaps a tenant farmer or share- 
cropper, your codusions wiU be substantially the same, al- 
though you may have arrived at them by a somewhat different 
route than the industrial and agricultural worker. You have 
realized by now that the ady way out for the small and ex- 
ploited farmers from the agricultural and generat crisis of 
capitalism, from the exploitatiw and oppression of the big 
landlords, the bankers and their government, is the overthiow 
of the dictatorship of the capitalist class and the establishment 
of the didatorship of the proletariah Soviet government. 
The New Deal and the A.A.A., as foretold by &the Party, 
are helping the rich farmer apitalists, the speculator$, banks 
and inswarm companies; to the d l  and exploited farmers 
they bring more ruiaatiw and the danger of war. This you 
have realized, a id  also that the d e d  &cultural blw in 
Congress and Milo Reno and Co. are the spokesmen of the 
rich farmer and the enemies of the toiling and exploited farm- 
ers. If you have had any exp iences  with the Farmer-Labor 
parties and p u p s ,  you have urrhbtdy found out the aof- 
rectness of the Communist position that these are opportunist 
petty-burgtois mwements directed by bourgds politicians 
and that only a revolutionary proletarian prty can build up the 
alliance b&wem the workers and exploited farmers for the 
common struggle against their common exploiters. You havt 
also realized by now that the only m y  to resist the offen5im of 
the exploiters u p  the eKploited and to imprwe the mu&- 
tims of the small farmers, is for them to fight side by aide 
with the industrial proletariat under the leadership of the Gm- 
munist Party-to fight' as the ally of the working bw tht 
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partial and immediate demands of the exploited farming masses 
and for the overthrow of the whole capitalist system. 
Whether you have pmticipated in the various farmers' 
strika dimdy or indirectly, these strikes must have been a 
great school for your subsequent acceptance of the Communist 
position. You have seerr the Party's efforts to support the mass 
struggles of the farmers agaiust the monopolies and their gov- 
ernment. You have seen in practice how the Party was work- 
ing to clarify the farming masses on the revolt~tionary nature 
of their s m l e s ,  to bring working class support to them, to 
build in the heat pf the @ht the alliance between the proletariat 
and the small and exploited frrrmers and to win for the pro- 
Ietariat the leadership in this fight. If you have participated 
in the united front farmers' movements that found their na- 
tiona! crystdieation in the Farmers' NatiomI Conferences 
( Washiagaon, D. C., in 1932, and a icago ,  in 1933)~ you must 
have reached the concluion that it is the Left wing of these 
movements, W - s l l y  the United Farmers' League, a non- 
Party organbtion but one that follows the Party's leadership, 
which is the chief rnwing power behind the movement and that 
the building up of the United Farmera' League into a truly 
mass organization of the poor and small farmers is the best 
means of strengthening the revolutionary movements among the 
toiling farpers in alliance with tlle proletariat and under its 
hw-ny. 
By joining the Party, you have a c q W  the phiisophy and 
point of view oP the proletariat, which .is the only consistent 
revolutionay class able to lead the stmggle of all the expolited 
for liberation from the yoke of capitalist oppression. You have 
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accepted the fundamental p ~ p l e  of b i n i s m  that the pro- 
letariat must d e  the-hegemony in the mlutim against 
capitalism, and you 6 1 1  strive to win the masses of sitdl and 
exploited farmm for the revolutionary struggle against the 
capitalist offensive, o r d z i n g  and leading their daily strug- 
gles for the improvement of their mnditions, cementing the al- 
liance between the proletadat aad the small fanners under the 
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hegemony of the proletariat and the leadership of the m u -  
nist Party. 
Developing ))re Prolefarisn Couniar Menshe 
As a Communist, as a member of the Party, you will be- 
gin to appreciate much more than heretofore the significrance 
and importane of Party policies for the development of the 
class struggle. Our Party is a Leninist Party. This m, in 
the first instance, that its policies are based upon a thorou& 
Marxist-Leninist analysis of the objective conditions, of the 
relation of class forces, while taking account of the mood and 
political maturity of the masses. The Party policy arrived at 
by such a s o k  sdeati6c analysis constitutes the Party's guide 
to action. With these policies the Party as a whole, and tarh 
individual member, steps forward into the masses to arouse 
and organize them for such immediate objectives and with such 
methods of struggle and forms of organization as are provided 
by the policies of the Party. 
In the present period the Party's chief task consists in de 
veloping the counter-offensive of the working class against the 
offensive of the =pitalist class, including the organieation of 
the Negro masses and of the small and effploited fanners as 
allies of the proletariat. This task, whicb is based on the 
Leninist guidance for the Communist Parties of all imperialist 
and colonial countries, and which was laid down by the Eleventh 
Plenary Session of the Executive Committee of the Commu- 
nist International, arises from the objective conditions that 
are characteristic of the present period. 
What arc these objective umditiws ? It is primarily the 
present economic crisis, which is the greatest world economic 
crisis in history, affecting every imperidist and colonial country 
and every branch of capitalist economy-industry, commerce, 
agriculture and finance. The reason that the present eumomic 
crisis is so widespnad and deep, and h i  tbt extent of untm- 
ploymcnt and the suffering of the ma= are so 
is the outstanding fact tbat the mmo& crisis is dt- 
veloping on the basis of the g w d  && of c a w d h .  This 
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leads to a shattering of the whole capitalist system, to the de- 
velopment of new colonial and proletarian revelations. The 
general crisis of capitalism is intensifid primarily by the emer- 
gence of the base of a new world system--the Socialist Systm 
in the Soviet Union. 
Periodic, recurrent economic crises are i-ble from 
capitalism. We have had many of them in the past-+ eco- 
nomic crisis abut  every seven or eight years. At the bottom 
of these periodic economic crises lies one of the basic contra- 
dictions of the capitalist system, the contradiction between the 
s o d  character of production and the #&at$ capitalist owner- 
ship of the means of production with the consequent exploita- 
tion, robbery and enslavement of the masses, the subjection of 
capitalism to rnsrket competition and rivalry, to planlessness 
and anarchy of production. This basic conkdiction of 4- 
talism is at the bottom also of the present economic crisis 
which, because it develops on the h i s  of the g e n d  crisis of 
the decaying mpitalist system and the gigantic growth of the 
S&list system in the Soviet Union, is assuming eyer deeper 
and wider proportions. 
Confronted with the ripening of the revolutionary crisis, the 
capitalist class is frghting for a way out of the crisis by means 
of, first, a most intense attack upon the standard of living of 
the working class and the toiling masses generally with meth- 
ods of fascist vide= ; second, by means of new wars, for the 
redistribution of the world among the imperialist powers, and, 
in the first place, by means of war against the Soviet Union 
and against the liberation movements of the oppressed colonial 
peoples. This ia w@k we understand by the attempts of the 
bourgeoisie to 6nd a'apidist way out of the crisis. We see the 
manifestations of these attempts in the ever-sharpening attacks 
of the capitalists upon the w o r k s  (wage cuts, growing unem- 
ployment, fascist terror, etc.). We see these manifestations 
also in the prtseot imperialist robber war against China carried 
on by Japanese imp&lism with the support of the 0 t h  impe- 
rialist powers that are aiming to extend the war against China 
into a war also against the Swiet Union. At the same time 
these imperialist powers are fighting among thanselves over the 
division of the loot, each of them trying to secure the largest 
spoils for itself. 
In the course of the last two years (1932-33), the general 
crisis of capitalism continued to grow ever sharper. At its 
TweIf th Plenum (September, ~gp), the Executive Committee 
of the Communist International found that the relative stabili- 
zation of capitalism has come to an end and "what is taking 
place at the present moment is the transition to a new round of 
big clashes between classes and between states, a new round of 
wars and revolutions." The Twelfth Plenum pointed out that 
"the domination of monoply capital which, at the present day, 
has brought under its sway almost the whole economy of capi- 
talist society, makes it extremely difkult, in the conditions of 
the general crisis of capitalism, to overcome the economic crisis 
in the way that was usual for capitalism in the period of free 
competition.'' This did not mean that "capitalism will break 
down automatically; it implies the inevitable further growth 
of the revolutionary upsurge and a further sharpening of the 
fundamental antagonisms which drive the bourgeoisie to seek 
a violent solution of these antagonisms, ?mth within their own 
countries and on the international arena." 
You have observed the truth of this analysis in contrast ta 
the d y s i s  of the d-fascists who were seeing the end of 
the general crisis and the coming of a new capitatist stabiliza- 
tion. In the months fotlowing the Twelfth Plenum of the 
Executive Committee of the Communist International, the 
bourgeoisie evetywhere was resorting more and more to d m t  
measures to find a capitalist solution of the crisis. We have 
seen the growing fawhation of bourgeois rule at home and 
war preparations (economic, politid and military) for the 
violent struggle abroad. The old deal of Hoover gave way to 
the New Deal of Roosevelt which marks the further fssciza- 
tion of the American bourpoisie and its war preprations at 
a faster rate. As a result, class dations within the capitalist 
countries and international. relations between capitalist States 
have become strained to a very high degree. Analyzing the 
mtld situation in b b e r ,  1933, the Thirteenth Plenutn of 
the Executive Committtx of the Communist International 
reached the following mnclusion : 
'While tht  U.S.S.R., the bulwark of the international prole- 
tariat and of the o p p d  nationt, is deveIopiag ia social& 
c o n m a  and raihiag ia power to a higher level, the cconomy 
of the =pitalikt world is falling to piaces, T h e  n o w  of poverty, 
ruin and hunger b tightening. T h e  bourgwbie im ftlriody in- 
tensifying its cconmic m * m ~  of exploitation by me&& of 
f k a  violcncq by mbbimg the toiling d m  and by predatory 
wan a g a a  otbu nations, But st the same time the revolutionary 
indignation of the toiling masea and their readineta lo owrrhrow 
the intolerable yokc of the exploiting clarses is growing more 
and more. 
trcmtndow maim of the internal c h  antagonhas 
in the =pitalist countries, as well aa of the iaterlutionnl antag- 
o h q  testify to rhe fact &at the abjdw p r e n q ~ t u  for a 
rcvtrlntioanrp c r i l  have matured to such aa extent that at ehe 
present time the mrId i s  c i a d y  a p p r d i n g  s new round of 
revoIntiona and warn" 
In fine with this analysis, the Party which you have joked 
has met Roosmelt's Kew Deal a5 a further fascization of 
bourgeois rule in the United States and a closer approach to 
war; while the Shalist Party and the bureaucracy of the 
American Federation of Labor have characterized it as a 
"transition to socialim" and a "new partnership of capital 
and h h r "  under the beaevoIent supervision of a "classless" 
government. The Communist Party, which you have joinad, 
is undertaking to organize the m a w s  in daily struggle sgainst 
the New Deal--the new mpitalist oEensive upon the toiling 
masses, while the dl-fascists are collaborating with R- 
velt and the American bourgeoisie to put this offensive across. 
You have heard the social-fascists point to the pick-up in 
production in cerhin industries duhg 193% as widma of the 
fact that the New Deal is liquidating the &is and is creating 
emplopmt.  But you have dso toegrd the Canmunist Party 
which said that this pick-up is evidence a d  the result of 
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war preparations and inflation, both of which deepen the &- 
era1 crisis of apitalisrn. The Thirteenth Plenum of the Exec- 
utive Committee of the Communist International has s p o h  
on this as folIows: 
"All the mpialist munuiw arc developing their war indw 
tries to unprecrdcnrcd dimmaiona, and are adapting all the prin- 
cipal branch of industry, aa well agricdturc, to thc mda of 
war. T h c  'demand' thw created for m w  of a d  
deatmdon, combined with open idation (U.S.A., Great Britain 
and J i l p ~ l ) ,  super-dumping (Japan), and biddm idation (GCP 
many), haa in the psa year u d  an in- in output h mmt 
branches of iadrrstrg in a number of conntriw (particularly iron, 
ste l ,  nm-fmw m& the chemical and textile industries). 
But tbir wbipping up of production for noa-prodactive p- 
or tbe speeolativt lapa in productha on tbe basis of i&&, 
is accompanied by e o n  m a fall in prodoction in a numkr 
of other branebm (machine construction, building, tht produc- 
tion of aniclcs of consumption), and in the near future -not 
but lead to the ail1 greater diafuhce of State financcr and to 
a still further intmsification of the general ui& of capitalism." 
In the face of this offensive of the capitalist class, the Com- 
munist Party undertakes to organize the masses and lead 
them into struggle against the hunger, fascism and war pro- 
gram of thc N.R.A., to defend themselves from the attach of 
the capitalist offensive and for the development of a proletarian 
munter-offensive threatening the overthrow of the capitalist 
system and the establishment of workers' d e .  This is the 
Party's chief task in the present perid-a task which involves 
the systematic expure  of the social4unagogy of the i m p  
rialists and the d l - f a s c i s t  agents that are phying with the 
naeds and miseries of the masses in order to deceive them and 
break up their stru&es. 
In order to fulfill this task the Party is carrying on a mer- 
ciless struggle against the mid fascists, exposing their dema- 
gogy, and against 4 fascism generally, as an agency of ttte 
capitalist class in the labor movements, as the chief 4 
support of imperialism. The importance of this struggle must 
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not be underestimated. Your own experiences with the treach- 
eries and demagogy of social-fascism in the class struggle must 
have already convind you that the leadership of the Ameri- 
can Federation of Labor, the 5 ~ i a  ist ['arty, the Musteites. 
and similar reformist groupings are nothing eIse but the agents 
of the ruling class within the working class, whose function 
it is to deceive and demoralize the workers, and to break up 
their struggles against the exploiters. Further reflections upon 
the role of the social-fadsts, with the help of a codentiotrs 
study of the Leninist analysis on this quest on, will show yrlu 
that social-fascism has become the main social support of the 
capitalist class. This means, that the shattering of the influence 
of social-fascism upon the working class is one of the most 
important conditions for the overthrow of capitalist rule. 
It is for this reason that the exposure of the betrayals of 
the sacid-fascists, the fight for winning the masses of workers 
away from the social-fascist leaders, is part and parcel of the 
fight to organize the proletarian counter-offensive. 
The N e d  For a Revolutionary Way Out of the Crisis 
By joining the Party you have signified your conviction 
that the interests of the working class dictate a revolutionary 
way out of the crisis. The program of the Communist Party 
offers the road for the achievement of the revolutionary way 
out of the crisis. 
Ever larger numbers of Amerkn workers, like the work- 
ers in other capitalist countries, are beginning to question the 
possibility of any solution of the crisis that would benefit the 
working class, other than the revolutionary way out, that is, 
the way that leads to the overthrow of the dictatorship of the 
capitalist class and the establishment of the dictatorship of the 
working class. The intolerable sufferings for the workers 
brought about by the crisis, and the pressure of the capitalist 
offensive which is aiming to achieve a capitalist solution of the 
crisis, is compelling increasingly larger mass- OF workers to 
participate in the organization of the proletarian counter- 
offensive, and is setting the workers to thinking on the need 
of a revolutionary way out of the crisis. 
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The Eleventh Plenary Session of the Executive Committee 
of tile Communist International has expressed this fact in the 
following work : 
"The dwclopment of the class smuggle amidst the further 
devclopmmt of the world economic etKm confrons the broad 
rn- of toilus with the dtcmativw: ti& dictatodip 
of the botugeoiaie d dictatodip of the proletariat3 either 
economic and political &wry OM put an end to capitalist 
exploitation and oppmmion~ cither colonial oppression and im- 
pcriaIist war or-pexcc and fraternity b e e n  aatiomi either 
capitalist anarchy and crisis o d e  Socialist Wrn which dim- 
inatts anarchy and crisis." 
To win the majority of the working class for the accep- 
tance of the second alternative, that is, the overthrow of the 
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and the establishment of tht 
dictatorship of the proletariat, is the chief strategic aim of the 
Communist Party. This aim follows from the deepening crisis, 
the sharpening capitalist offensive, and the growing revolution- 
ary upsurge of the masses. This mans  to convinm the masses, 
including such basic sections of the proletariat as the working 
women and youth, of the need of a revolutionary way out of 
the crisis and of winning them to follow the leadership of the 
Communist Party in organizing tbe proletarian counter- 
offensive. 
The Thirteenth Plenum of the E.C.C.I., noting the fact that 
the "objective prerequisites for a revolutionary crisis have 
matured to such an extent that at the present time the world 
is closeiy approaching a new round of revolutions and wars", 
has once more raised the question of winning the majority of 
the working class for the fight for a revofutionaty way out of 
the crisis. It declared: 
T h e  Communist WEB muW with all ~ I t t w n e a  mi= be- 
fore the - the task of thc revolutionary way out of tbe 
cri& of capitdim. Agaimt the q d  recip of the f a h  
and the social-fasEjsta for mviag daesyhg qtitnlh, the Corn- . 
munias must pmve to the m w m  that dm ills of capidism arc 
hurable. Therefore, :be CoPnraunirts, while defending in every 
way tbe d d r  of the to&+ must untiringly did= m tbe 
tnmm w h  m spffering from starvation a d  txploitath, rbt 
whole tnrth, &, that their a m i t  conditiom wi l l  gma 
worn and rs- ltnder the btom of -the contmwd offmsivt of 
capitrl'ka, until the mil- wcceed ia uniting their form for a 
mttr blow and the d i n g  of bourgeois role. 
UThere L no way out of tbe gmenl c&s of -pitalian other 
tbu the one shown by the OctDBw R m o h h ,  via the oWthrOtR 
of the exploiting clanu by the proletariat, the conkt ion of the 
ba+ of the factories, the mims, tramport, h m  the 
of gooh of the ~lpitdi* the hndm of the landlords, the t h u d  
and tbt crown. 
q t  is n w  with al l  h k m c e  to & the q d o n  of 
pwwr in the mam work of tbe Commnnkt Parti#. The chief 
slogan of tbc communist Inttmationd is: S&& Pw0ctWOCtn 
In this connection, we must guard against a current oppor- 
tunist conception that the aP;@st system will d a p s e  by 
itself, under the very pressure of its own d i ~ l t i e s  This 
oppoitutlist conception arises from the wrong theory that the 
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capitalist system is getting itself tangled up in a '%hopelessn sit- 
uation, from which there is no way out for the capitalist class. 
kn in  has proved the total falsity of such a conception, by show- 
ing that there is no such thing as a "hopeless" situation for 
capitalism; that the mpitaliirt cbs, by attempting to shift the 
burden of the crisis wer to the shoulders of the t o w  masses, 
by undertaking to crush the revolutionary movement and 1,y 
pr~ipitating new imperialist wars, chiefly against the Soviet 
Union, may succeed in prolonging for a time its rule, thus 
magnifying infinitely the misery and agonies of the toiling 
masses and of humanity as a whole. Therefore, Lenin main- 
tained, the only way in which we can hake the situation for 
capitalism really hapeltss is by defeating the efforts of the 
capitalist class to find a capitalist way out of the crisis, that 
is,. by arousing the widest- masses to organized resistance 
against the capitalist offensive, by developing in the daily 
struggles the proletarian counteroffensive, and by convincing 
the masses of the need of a revolutionary way out of the crisis. 
One of Yhe most powerful weapons in our hands for win- 
ning the majority of the working class to struggle for the 
revolutionary way out of the crisis is the popularization of 
the Socialist achievements and victories of the Soviet Union. 
T h e  iSocialist achievements are making the Soviet Union 
ever more the center of attraction for the workers of all mun- 
tries and for the oppressed of the whole world. The revolu- 
tionizing significance of the Soviet Union is growhg. The 
Soviet Union is becoming strengtherred as the h e  of world 
Socialism. 
The first Five-Yar PIan of Sodalist construction has been 
accomplished in four years. The Communist Party of the Se 
viet Union bas dready hunched the second Five-Ymr Han 
whose aims are of the greatest historical significance. The 
political aim of the second Five-Year Plan has been stated in 
the resolution of the Seventeenth Cwf erence of the C o m m d  
Party of the Soviet 'Union in the following words : 
'4% Conftrrrt~e 4 d e n  &at the fdomental polltical 
taak of h e  acond Fiw-Yw Plan k tbc h a l  l i q u i d n t h  of capi- 
t8timt elm- d in gmeml, the complete &lition of 
the a- tbat create d m  distinctiom and oxploitatioa, the over- 
coming of the rcrnnanm o f  capitaliaa in the economy and eon- 
downma of thc people, and the d o m t i o o  of tbe entire 
toihing population of the country into corueima raad active build- 
ers of  a *aIh d a y . "  
Thus the second Five-Year Plan undertakes to crect a 
complete Sociatist society--the first stage of C o m m u n i w n  
the Socialist foundation created by the first Fiveyear Plan. 
These Socialist suoctsses the -mist Party of the Soviet 
Union has achieved in the struggle against the bougeoia themy 
of Trotskyism regarding the irnpossibiIity of building up So- 
eiaEsm in one -try and the ineritabdity of tCte restoration 
of c a p i ~ ~ T r ~  which has traflshrmed itself now 
into the vanguard of the bourgeois counter-revolution. The 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union has achieved these stac 
cesses in the struggle against the right opportunism whose line 
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consisted not only in tearing down the poky of the Socialist 
oEensive, but also 'in direct capitulation before the Mak and 
bourgmis elements. 
These Socialist successes of the Soviet Union, achieved un- 
der the leadership of the Communist ( Bolshevik) Party, headed 
by Comrade Stalin, have undoubtedly had a great influence in 
bringing you into the ranks of the American Party. Now you 
must try to gain a clearer and more thorough understanding 
of the international role of Bolshevism and of the Bolshevik 
MY. 
The enemies of the working class, especially the Trotskyite 
counter-revolutionists and other renegades from Communism, 
have lately undertaken to falsify and distort the world role of 
La in  and of the Bolsheviks. The special purpose of these 
falsifi-tionrs is to discourage the workers in the capitalist 
countries from accepting the Bolshevik revolution in Russia 
as the model proletarian revolution for the workers in all mp 
italist countries ; to discourage the workers of the capitalist 
countries from accepting the Bolshwik Party of the Soviet 
Union as the mod4 Communist Party ; to dixaurage the 
workers of the capitalist countries from accepting and follow- 
ing the teachings of tenin as the only guide of the world pro- 
letarian movemeat. This aim they try to achieve by misrep- 
resenting Bolshevism as the product bP a "backward country" 
whose theories and practices are not applicable to the more 
advanced -pitalist countries. The letter of Comrade Stdin 
on this question which appeared recently in the Russian Per;& 
i d ,  P r o i e t h  RevoIufiotr, exposes this trick of the Trotsky- 
ite counter-revolutionists, branding as intolerable the "rotten 
liberalism" of some Party members who tolerate and @t 
such views in the Party. 
The Communist Party of the United States holds the view 
that only in the measure in which we become a Bolshevik 
Party do we fu1611 our tasks as a Communist Party. Each mem- 
ber of our Party can have no higher aim and desire than to 
become a good Bolshevik in a good Bolshevik Party. 
Chapter 2 
YOUR EXPERIENCES WITH BOURGEOIS DEMOCRACY, THE 
CAPlTALlSl PARTIES AND THEIR SOCIALFASCIST AGENTS 
The two main parties of the capitalist class of the United 
States are the Republican and the Demmratic Parties, While 
in the past there have been fundamental differences between 
these two parties, reflecting antagonistic interests within the 
ruling class, at the present time both the Republican and Denl- 
ocratic Parties stand for the same thing. Moreover, both re- 
present the interests of the dominating group in the capitalist 
class, the interests of big finance capital. This has been the case 
practically since the elmergence of the era of imperialism, arid 
is becoming more so every day. Your experiences with these 
partie-you may have been a member f m r l y  of one of tIieni 
or have voted for either of them in the election carnpaign- 
will bear out the above statement. As a member of the Party, 
participating actively in the struggle against these capitalist 
parties along Communist lines, you will gain a better under- 
standing of the role and relations of these two parties in the 
maintenance of the dictatorship of the capitalist class. 
Bourgeois Demouacy, Fascism and Social-hreism 
The d l e d  democratic republic of the United States i s  a 
capitalist democracy which is a masked, camouflaged form of 
the dictatorship of the capitalist class. This is popularly ex- 
pressed in the statement that the American government is a 
Wall Street government, a government of' the trusts and the 
big bankers. This, however, does not mean that it is only 
Roosevelt and the Democratic Party that make the governmellt 
subservient to Watl Street and to the big mpitalists. It means 
that bourgeois democracy, as u system and form of g o v m -  
mad, is and can be nothing else .but a dictatorship of the capi- 
talist class, camouflaged with various parliamentary and other 
"democratic" trimmings, regardless of whether the government 
is held by the Republican, Democratic, "Socialist" or any other 
bourgeois or reformist political organization. The only form 
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of government that is truly demoeratic, a government which 
Mongs to the overwhelming majority of the population and 
is built and operated by d1 its toilers, is the S k t  f o m  of 
govemmt. This, too, is a dictatorship of a class (no govern- 
ment a n  be anything else), but it is a dictatorship of the work- 
ing chs, which rests upon the a l l i i ce  h e m  the working 
dass and the toiling population of the farms (the small and 
exploited farmers), and functions for the sole purpose of sup- 
pressing eapitaIist counter-revolution ; abolishing capitalist, 
landlord and imperialist exploitation; and budding a Socialist 
sociev-the first stage of Communism-for the benefit of all 
toilers. It is an instrument not for the perpetuation of dass 
rule, but for tht abolition of class rule by the abolition of the 
dass divisions that give rise to class rule-an instrument that 
will die away with the diappearance of class divisions and 
ch is  stmggfe. The destruction of the capitalist state - the 
capitalist d e m m a q 4 n d  the establishment of the proletarian 
sta-he Soviet working dass democracy-is the first eondi- 
tim to the next phase of the class struggle that leads to the 
abolition of all dws divisions and class rule altogether. The 
Bolshevik Revolution in Russia and the Socialist achievements 
of the Soviet Union offer the best confirmation of the truth of 
this fundamental id- of M a i x i m - m  
The present form of government in the United States is a 
w k d  dictatorship of the capitalist class for the oppression 
and suppression of the workers and all the exploited, The 
deepening crisis, which intensifies all the fundamental contra- 
dictions of mpitalism, the rising discontent of the masses and 
thc growing prestige of the Soviet Union, give rise, on the one 
hand, to tbe ever more open utilieation by the bouigcoisie of 
the apparatus of viohce of its dicbtorship, and, on the other 
b d ,  to the growth of the revolutionary upsurge among the 
masses. This mom open utilieation of the apparatus of v i e  
Ience of the bourgeois dictatorship is occurring invariably 
every time that the mas= enter into a atnrggle, or are p m  
paring to stnrggle, for thc improvement of their d t i o n s ,  
whether it be a strike, unemployment dmonstratiw, a fight 
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against lynching and Negro di~~rimiaatim, anti-war demon- 
stration, etc. The apparatus of violence and oppression of the 
bourgeois democracy (plice, troops, machine guns, gas bmbs, 
jails, courts, etc.) is used by the government more frequently 
and more openly to crush the masses and defend the exploiters. 
More often than before, tbe government is throwing aside 
some of the "democratic" camouflage, which is maslang the 
existing capitafist dictatorship, showing its4 f more opmly as 
the d e d  dictatorship of the capitalist dass. Capidst gov- 
ernment and rule are becoming farcked, that is, from s masked 
dictatorship of the capitalist dass bourgeois democracy is de- 
veloping into an open terrorist dictatorship. 
Thus we see that fascism---the maked form of the capitalist 
dictatorshiyrganicafly grows out of bourgeois demacracy- 
Fascism sharpens dl the methads of s u p p i n g  and cnslav- 
ing the toiling masses--the methods that are peculiar to tbc 
capitalist system and inseparable from the whole system of 
bourgeois dictatorship. The bourgeoisie pushes f o d  and 
molds the fascist regime, interweaving it with the remnants 
of bourgeois dmoeracy, seeking to destroy the class organiza- 
tions of the workers, suppressing the Communist parties, ere- 
sting and utilizing special military k r m r i s t k  wganktiotls 
(such as the capitalist elements of the Amerimn Legiorr, the 
Ku Klux Klan, etc,), irrespdive of whether the bourgeoisie 
abolishes or preserves the parliamentary forms of the bour- 
geois democracy. Hand in band with thjs goes the growth of 
fascist sodal-demagogy, the playing with the needs and miser- 
ies of the toiling masses, in order to deceive them and to conceal 
the counter-revolutionary aims of the bourgeois dictatorship. 
Summing up the developments of fascism and the maturiug 
of the world revolutionary crisis, the Thirteenth Plenum of 
the E.C.C.I. declared : 
u F d s m  i s  tbc open, terrorhi dictatodip of t l ~ ~  mwt
t j m q ,  mwt chonvima and moat imptrialiat elemearn of u c c  
capital, F a d  tries to secure a mas basil for monopoli~ capital 
among tbc petty bontgeoi$c, appealing to the patantry, arhm, 
o & e  e m p l o w  and civil seruants who bave been thrum am of 
tbdr normal owme, of life, and particularly to the dadawed elc- 
mcna in tbe big citiq alm trying to p e m t e  into the working 
dw. Thc growth of f d m  and iw eomirrg into power in Ger- 
many and in a number of other capitulist -trim m m :  
4'(a) That the rtvolntionarg c r i b  and the indiption of the 
broad mass against the ruIe of a p i d  is growing. 
n(b)  That tbe capitalalists arc no longer able to maintain 
their dictatomhip by the old rnerhda of pariamtntarirrm and of 
bowgmir dcmoctacg in general. 
"(c) That, moreow, the methods of parliamentarb and 
bourgcbis dun- in geaeral are bwoming a hindnnce to the 
capitalha k h  in their intcmd politics (the struggle against the 
proletariat) aa well aa in h e i r  foreign plitb (war for the im- 
perialist rcdisuibuhn of the world). 
"(d) That, ia view of hi4 capid ia compelled w p to 
open tcrmrist diceatomhip witbin the country and to unrestmined 
FhPuvinim in foreign pulitim, wbicb r r p x m ? ~ ~ ~  direct pxcpara- 
tbn for impaielii war." 
Socialdemocracy dmies the fascidon of bourgeois demoe- 
racy. The bureau- of the herim Federation of Lbof 
pretends not to see the fascization at at, while developing 
theories and practices of a definite fascist character (the N .R. A. 
is a "partnership of labor and apihI" and "no other labor 
movement but the A. F. of L."). me Socialist Party denies 
that the N X A .  a m m  the politics of fascism, asserting that 
the New Deat is a step to socialism. Both A. F. of L. bureauc- 
racy and the 'S.P. leadership dmw a contrast of principle be- 
tween bourgeois democracy and fascism. This they do in 
order to deceive and disarm the workers in the face of tht 
Wzation of bourgeois dmmcmq. At the titrat, the 
W i s t  Pa* (Thomas & Co.) are stressing ever more often 
the point that if bourgeois denmmq fails, fascism becomes 
inevitable. With them it is "either bmqmis democracy w 
fascism". Hence their tbeory of the 'lesser evil'*--better a 
little bourgeois demouaey than none at &which works out 
as participation in the f a x h i o n  a€ bwrgeois democracy. 
The Thirteenth Plenum warns against thc dongtt.s of the 
theories of the "ineviWitf of faxism. It says: 
T h e  faacist dictstotabip is rmt an inevitable of the 
dictatorship of the bourgeaiic in all counrries. T h e  w'bility of 
a d g  it depends upon the forcm of the fighting proletariat, 
which are parslpd by the corrupting Mncnce of mialdemoc- 
racy mom than by anptbing else." 
The recent growth of fascism has been possible onIy be- 
cause of the support given to it by international sodaldemoc- 
racy--the "socialist" parties, and reformist trade union leaders 
-throughout the whole post-war period of the dictatorship of 
the bourgeoisie, irrespective of the form that the latter has 
assumed By drawing a contrast in principle between the 
"democratic" forms of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie (the 
masked form) and fascism (the naked form), socialdemocracy 
IulIs the vigilance of the masses in the fight against the grow- 
ing political reaction and fascism, conceals the counter-revolu- 
tioi~ary character of bourgeois democracy and thus serves as 
an active factor and channel for the frascization of the capitalist 
state. This is how social-democracy and sw&aI-reformism gem- 
d l y  have become socid-fmh. which is represented in the 
United States by the leadership of the American Federation of 
&r, by the Socialist Party, by their "left" wing, Musk, and 
by Muste's assistants, the Lowstone and Cannon renegades. 
Trotskyism has long become the advance detachment of 
the counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie against the Soviet Union. 
The Trotskyites together with the Brandler-Lovestone rene- 
gades have now become the chief detractors and revilers of the 
heroic German Communist Party. It is these renegades that 
undertake to spread among the proletarian vanguard the poi- 
sonous mnter-revolutionary "theory" of the decaying Second 
International that the coming of Hitler fascism in Gennany 
marks a "new and long era" of reaction and =pitalist strength. 
And this they do at the time when "a turn may take place at 
any moment, a turn which d l  signify the transf~rmation of 
the economic crisis into a revolutionary crisis" (Thirteenth 
Plenum, E.C.C.I. ) . 
Is there a difference betapeen social-demaeracy and the other 
bourgeois patties an the question of fascism? The Thirteenth 
Plenum answers: 
'whi le the general line of all bourgmb pmtk, including 
dd-, i~ toward the faaeixation of the di~zatombip of 
the h t r p % e ,  the M i t i o n  of thin k e  inevitably givm r k  
to dhgmcmmt among them aa to formr and methods of fawim 
tion, Certain boargcnh groups, particularly thc d l - f i s t s ,  
who in p& stirlt at nothing in their acia of polia v i h  
a- tkc proletariat, urge the rnaintawm of parliPmeneary 
fonna when through tho f d t i o n  of the thcrgeof 
dhtonbip. Tht fascia however, i d  on the full or panid 
ahtition of h old, &aka formr of burgcoi l  dm-, 
on wrying through f k t i o n  by meam of the mmblhhent 
of an o m  f& dictatodip and hy s wide application of h h  
polite violmee and thc terrorism of fascist gangk" 
What: is the role of the -pitafist parties and of their social- 
fadst agents in the maintenance of the dimtorship of the 
capitalist class? 
You have undoubedly observed that the Republiw and 
Demoeratic Parties, notwithstanding their apparent disagree 
ments and ''opposition'' to each other, d l y  belong to one 
and the same caaegoy. This c a w  is the d e d  two- 
party systun of the capitalist class of the United States. AIready 
in 19x2 Lenin anaIyzed the meaning of this mw system, 
showing that it is through both of these parties that the eapit- 
& class rut- the United ,States ; that while one of them is in 
7, the function of tbe other is to prevent the crystah- 
tion of r d  opposition to capitalist rule by pretendmg with 
various demagogic tricks, to bt "in qpition*' to the party 
in power, This has hen the strategy of Am& &lance 
cafdtal, that contmb both the Republie aad Democratic Partie, 
wKih aimed to ~ e n t  the crystalination of any d o u s  third 
parties, even a third party of the small bourgeoisie. 
But the two-party system of American finance capital, 
while continuing to fulfill the same purpose as in the pre-war 
period, is undergoing certain changes in its structure in the 
direction of faxism. These changes consist in the policy of 
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finance capital to incorporate into its party system the social- 
fascists and the organizations controlled by them. The Ieader- 
ship of the American Federation of Labr is in fact an organic 
part of the capitalist party system. Not only are these Ieaders 
individually members of either one or the other of the capital- 
ist parties, but their opposition to independent working class 
political action and their so-called non-partisan policy of sup- 
porting "friends" of labor on the tickets of the Republican a d  
Uetnocratic Parties, are calcufated to insure the domination of 
these two parties and to prevent the growth of a powerful 
working class politid party. 
The Socialist Party of Ameriaa has also become an organic 
part of the capitalist party system. The k a l  task which the 
Socialist Party is carrying out for capitalism is to try to mate 
within the working class a fortress of capitalism that would 
combat the development and growth of a real working class 
political party, resorting to the most extensive use of demagogy 
in order to deceive the masses. The praise which the capitalist 
class has h e n  showering updn the Sodalist Party and its 
leaders in recent years shows conclusively that the American 
capita'ists have accepted the Socialist Party into the fold as 
a decent and respectable organization which deserves to be 
incr7rpnrated into the prty system of American capitalism. 
Tlie fasueation of bourgeois democracy also gives rise to 
an intensification of the conficts between the bourgeois parties 
including the social-fascist parties and groups. This h o m e s  
cslledally sharp with the coming of fascism into power. Says 
the Thirteenth Plenum of the E.C.C.I.: 
"Having come to power, f h  p u h  d d e ,  splits 8nd d k  
integratm the otlirr bourgeois partien (for inntmfe, Poland), or 
d h 1 m  them (Germany and Italy). This +ving of f a s c b  
for politid monopoly in- the dieoord and m&ca in tht 
make of the d i n g  c l w  wbieb follow from the internal contra- 
didions in the puaition of the bottrgeoisie who ore becoming 
f d . n  
This is how the capitalist class confronts the working class 
on the field of politicat struggle in which the daily economic 
struggles of the workers receive a more concentrated expres- 
sion. It is class against class. The front of the =pitalist class 
on the politid field, which is embraced in the party system of 
capitalism, runs how the Republican and Demccratic Parties 
to the leadership of the American Federation of Labor and 
completes the chain of the system with the Socialist Party. 
But this is not all. The "left" variety of social-fascism is just 
as much a Part of the apitalist front and of the capitalist party 
system as the rest of social-fascism, only it fulfills a special 
t&k with special means. 
"Left" Social hw*m and fhe Renegades from Communism 
The swial sacial task that the "left" social f k t s  Wll 
for cariitaiisrn is to deceive and demoralize the radicalized sec- 
tions df the working dass, those that are on the road to Corn- 
munism and to the Gmmunist Party. Muste and the Muste- 
ites, and the groups that are related to them in the Ameticw~ 
Federation of Labor and in the Socialist Party, step forward 
with their "left" demagogy precisely among those workers who 
no longer have confidence in the Greens, Matthew Wolls, and 
the Norman Thomases. The chief stock in trade of these 'left" 
social fascists is to pay lip service to various left policies, even 
accepting the dictatorship of the proletariat (with reservations) 
and having done this to secure a sympathetic hearing from 
the radicalized workers, the "left" demagogues proceed to de- 
nhnce and attack the Communist Party and the revolutionary 
unions of the Trade Union Unity League. Thus Muste and 
Company expose themselves as soda1 fascists who are playing 
the "left" in order to be able more easily to approach the radi- 
calized worker for the purpose of his joining the 
class struggle under revolutionary leadership. The talk of 
Muste and Company of independent political action by the 
workers and of a Labor Party is dictated by the same con- 
siderations of providing a ref ormist political outlet for those 
workers who have k o m e  disillusioned with the Socialist Par- 
ty, thus halting the progress of these workers to the party of 
the working class-the Communist Party. 
The formation of the Arne- Workers Party by the 
Muste-Sdutsky outfit is a further move in the abwe direction. 
At the same time it shows that these "lef3' d - fasc i s t s  feel 
themselves compdted to intensify their deceitful maneuvers 
because of the quickening radidization of the workers who 
are moving towards the Communist Party. What we are wit- 
nessing here is one phase of the general disintegration oi 
social-democracy , The Thirteenth Plenum spoke of it as foIlows : 
'cSocialdemouacy continues to play the role of the main 
social prop of the bourgeoisie also in thE countries of open fmk 
dictatorship. In  fighting against the revolutionary unity of thc 
proletariat and a p i w  the US.S.R., it help& the bourgeoisie to 
prolong the exhence of mpitalism by splitting bhe working class. 
In the majority of muntriq however, it is already in the pmma 
of disintcgmtion. The radicaliition of the d a l - d a m t i c  
worlttrs intendm the sguabblts among the leading cirdn o f  
the & - f h .  Avowed neo-faaciat group arc arising 5 uieftn 
frsgmenrs break away and t q  to patch togother a new 
t w ~ d - o n e - h a l f  intcmatiml. Trotelry, tbe Wq of the 
counter-revoIutiollarg bourgeoisie, b unwccessfully trying to pre- 
vent the mciaI4ernocratic workers coming over to the side of 
Communism by his despicable attempts to form a fourth inter- 
national and by sprcadmg anti-Soviet slanders. On the M u  of 
the aharp antagonisms h w m n  the imperialist countria, the 
inrrrnationnl organization of mid-de~nocracy ir dbintepting. 
The & of the h d  l a t u n a t i d  is a f a a "  
The tight wing renegades from Communism (Lovestone 
and Company) and the Trotskyite counter-revolutionist s 
(Cannon and Company) are in reality the helpers and as- 
sistants of Muste and Company, that is, a bridge to Green, 
Woll, Thomas and Company. The renegades operate chiefly 
among the more advanced workers that are already grouping 
thetnselves around the Communist Party. But the purpose of 
the renegades is the same as that of Muste and Company, to 
demoralize the fighting front of the workers (see the treacher- 
ous role of the renegades in the recent strikes of the miners, 
textile workers and needle trades), to wage war against the 
Communist Party while pretending to be in sympathy with its 
revolutionary program. In this way the renegades, the same 
as Muste, h e  incorporated into the front of capitalism 
against the front of the working class. They become f so a 
part of the pa* system of American capitalism, As against 
this capitalist front the Communist Party is building up a 
working class front aiming to win for this working class united 
front the support of all the toiling and oppressed masses in 
the United States. 
From the above it will become clear why the merciless 
fight against s d  fadsm, specially the exposure and strug- 
gle against the "left" social fascists and their renegade assist- 
ants, is a basic part of the struggle for the building, up of the 
anti-capitalist proletarian front under the leadership of the 
Communist Party. 
In cartying out the struggle against the various shadings 
of social fascism, we must guard against two dangers. One 
is, the danger of adopting a tolerant and easy going attitude 
towards soda1 fascism. This is the greatest danger confront- 
ing us because. without destroying the influence of social fas- 
cism among the masses we will not be able to destroy the rule 
of capitaJhtn. At the same time we must guard against another 
danger, the danger of considering the rank and 6le working 
class members of the organisations contr~lled by the social 
fascists as king all of them hopeless social fascists themselves 
with whom it would be useless to talk and try to win over to 
our sida This is also a great danger which plays into the 
handa directly of social f h .  While atbcking mercilessly 
the hypocrisy, demagogy and betrayals of the social fascist 
leaders we must patiently and in a comradely way persuade 
and convince the working class followers of the social fa* 
cis-&ally in the unions of the American Federation of 
Labr and in the ranla of the Socialist Party, of the correct- 
ness of our psition, on the basis of m o n  united front 
struggles, espedally in the shops, against the capitalist ofiensive. 
I 
What is the nature of membership in the Communist Par- 
ty? This is well stated in the Constitution and Ruies of the 
Cornml~nist International, Paragraph 3, which reads as fol- 
lows : 
"Mernberahip in the Communint Party and in the Commnnh 
International L opcn to all thoac who ampt  the p q a m  and 
rules of the given Communh Party and of the Communist In- 
ttmntional, who join one o f  the b i t  uniu of a Parry, activtIy 
work in it, abide by all the decisions of the Party and of tbt 
Communist International, and regularly pay Parry daw." 
You will observe that aU of the spec& requirements for 
membership in the Party aim at one thing, namely, the active, 
conscious and diwiplined participation in the struggles of the 
masses that are led and organized by the Party. There can be 
nothing formal, or blind, or passive about membership in the 
Party, because the Communist Party is the rev01utionary van- 
guard of the working class. Initiative on the part of every 
member, creative activity for winning and o w  the 
masses that are led and organized by the Party. There can be 
the Party and of the Communist International are the very 
essence of Communist Party membership. 
The Organimfional Prindpbs of Bohhwh 
Each Party member must avail himself or herself of the 
opportunity provided by the Party for a thorough study of the 
organizational principles of Bolshevism which are the organ- 
izational principles of the Communist International and of our 
Party. Without it one cannot become a god and active Party 
member. 
To realize how important the organizational ptindples of 
our Party are, it would s d k e  perhaps to mention the fact 
that one of the most important fights that Bolshevism had 
made against opportunism, in Russia itself and in the whole 
pre-war Second International, was on the question of organ- 
ization. This was the famous struggle of Lenin and the Bol- 
sheviks at the Second Congress of the Russian Party on the 
question of Party organization, Lenin and the Bolsheviks 
fighting for the principle of a centralized, active, disciplined 
prolehrian party, and the opportunists (the future Measbe- 
viks) fighting for a decentralized, loose, non-disciplined, petty 
bourgeois organization. It was this question, together with the 
question of the role of the working class in the revolution and 
the role of the Party as its leader that precipitated and crys- 
tallized the division between the opportunists and proletarian 
revolutionists, between the Mensheviks and the Bolsheviks. 
The organizational principles of Bolshevism follow inevit- 
ably from the Bolshevik conception of the role of the Com- 
nlunist Party. What is this conception? Stalin states that in 
the following words: 
"The Party l o u l d  k the vanguard of the working b It 
should group within it tbt best elements, should embody their 
txperienm, their revolutionary spirit, their unbounded devotion 
to the CBPBC of the prolmuiat. . . . The Party ia the political 
leader of the working class." 
Stalin compares the Party to the general staff of an army. 
The Party is the general staff of the working dass revolution- 
ary army, leading the war against capitalism. As such the 
Party must be built as a centralized organization, each member 
belonging to a Party unit and carrying on daily active work 
among the masses under the direction of this wit, and ful- 
filling faithfully, consciously and loyally the Party policies and 
Party decisions. 
The Bolshevik prinaples of organization are unalterably 
opposed to all theories of spontaneity, that is, tht "theories*' 
that the working class can achieve its liberation from apital- 
ism without the leadership of the Communist Party. The 
theories of spontaneity are the theories of opportunism. They 
deny to the Party of the working Jass the leading role of the 
vanguard. Stdin brands this theory as the "underestimation 
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of the role of the conscious elements in the movement, the 
ideology of the 'rearguard,' the logical base of all o p p o ~ ! '  
No wonder that this theory of spontaneity is part of the phil- 
osophy of Trotskyism. This "theory" was also held by the left 
radicals in the Second International before the war, induding 
Rosa Luxemburg, and the struggle of the Bolsheviks for their 
principles of organimtion was therefore directed also against 
the Luxemburg conception of sponmeity. 
An essential part of the Bolshevik principles of organiza- 
tion is the principle of democratic centralism. The constitution 
and rules of the .Communist International formulate this as 
f olIows : 
Communist International and ies Sectiom are built 
awn tbe h d a  of democratic centralism, the fuadmental prin- 
ciples of which are: ( a )  election of all the leading cornmittem 
of the Party, subordinate and mperior (by general meetings of 
Party rnembrq mnfercncq c o n g m  and kinttatio~al Con- 
g-) 8 (b) periodical rcporta by leadihg Party committees 
ta their mnstituenoi (c) dsci&one of  superior Party committee3 
to be obligatory for mbordinate cornmitt- aria Party d i p  
tipline and prompt exemtion of the decisioas of tbt Communist 
Iattmational, of its Icadiig cornmittsw and of the Ieadiag Party 
center& 
Tarty quaions may be d i s c 4  by tht members of the 
Party and by the Party argmixation~ uatiI such time aa a decision 
I taken upon them by the wmpetent Party committeca After 
a dtciaion has bcm taken by the Congress of the Communist 
Intemtiond, by tht Coagm of the w i v e  Smiom, or by 
leading commit- of  the Comiatcrn, and of itn variow Scc- 
tionq tbw deciai0~1 mutt br tmrclervadly b e d  out even if a 
d o n  of the Party mmrhd~ip  or of the l d  Putp o r g p l b  
tiom are ia -att with it. 
"Ia msw where a h r t y  exha illegally, thc superior Party 
committtu m q  a@nt tbe rubordhatt tommima a d  
menkm on their own mmmittser, mbjcct b -t a- 
d o m t  by the cmpeaent m + ~  h r t y  
It is on the h i s  of t k  pritlEiples that our Party is 
organized, *nning with the nuclws, which is the basic Party 
unit, and completing the structure with the Central Committee 
which is the highest governing body of the Party in the period 
between Party conventions. The Party press is an q n i c  
part of the Party's structure and m e  of its most imporkmt 
weapons for winning and organizing the masses. The Party 
is continually striving to better and strengthen its organiza- 
tion, to adapt its work to the tasks of the class struggle at 
any given perid. This we achieve in the measure in which 
we can fight smm~~~fully, on the one hand against the right 
opportunist tendency to loasen up and to weaken the discipline 
of our organization, and, on the other hand, against the "left" 
sectarian tendency which creates a cariature of Cnmmuaist 
Party discipline by its mechanical approach to the question. 
. At all times the Party wages a merciless struggle against all 
bureaucratic and formdhtic tendencies in our midst which 
are incompatible with blshevik ofganizatiw and dkiplinc. 
I t  is obviws tbat in a Communist Party there can be no 
room for factional divisions and groupings. The experience 
of our own Party with factional groupings and f a c t i d  strug- 
gles, a condition that prevailed in our Party for many years 
until: broken and liquidated with the help of the Communist 
International in I gag, offers conclusive proof that factional 
groupings and factional divisions constitute the greatest danger 
to the Communist Party, an obstacle to its growth as well as to 
its success€ ul stmgg1es against the opportunist deviations from 
the line of the Communist International. 
The Open Letter of the Extraordinary Party Conference 
to the membership (July, 1933)~ which thoroughly analyzes the 
Party's sbowmings and shows the way for their rapid over- 
coming, speaks about the dangen of factionalism as follows: 
"la abe p-t dtuation, w h  tbt Amtima working dam 
stan& before gmt *my atarapt at facdonalism would bs be 
gmtm crime More tbc Party and nvolwioPaary rnwnaent, md 
would only hclp our m c m k  in their aruggle to d m y  the 
Party. The Pnny mtut mtd~ & d y  hat ,  m, no factional 
opposition is dtvclopd against &the lading organa of the P z r ~ ,  
and s b t o d y ,  that not a ingle P a q  functionary, whether he be 
in h e  l d i  oqgam or in tbe lower orgmbtioas, mim# his 
position to a n y  on facttonal mctbdr of work. If mcb mani- 
ftaatim a-, tha hdhg oxgaar of tho Fany aad all 
izatims must dccirivcly combat and liquidate mry s~ld  factional 
amnpt, not dvinking before rrmovd of incotable f a e h d h  
from the Fkrty. It i only by vigomudy pnwnting dl form of 
unprincipled factional rtruggle, and by catrgctically liqaidatiag 
all factional mcthodr of work, above aU by m d y  &pf g mL 
b c b  *s* from dk bouom, wi I l  tJK Party bc able to 
make the I I ~  nun to the Wvt SVOP of the working 
clam and develop the proletarian m w  atmgglt." 
And then the Open Letter proceeds to say: 
"But it must be M u t e l y  dear that politive criticim and 
*lit- p s o p d q  and c-, mat& ~ t t k z g a  of NiricrJ 
L.* 
O+W for impmviag &C work of &C Pmq ~ n y  a - 
mty for thc Party and that alI bureaucratic tendrnch to interfere 
with such U i t i c h  and prop&, all burmumtic intolerance of  
criticism, m u  bc dedu'vely fought." 
The Quality of Communist Work in Ilw Pro& hdod 
The quality of Communist work in the present period must 
be different from the quality of Gmm& work in the pre 
vious periods. In  a word, this codd be expressed as follows; 
From propagandists we must become organizers and leaders 
of the daily struggles of the masses. This does not mean that 
we should cease propagating the ideas aad prindpk of W 
rnunisrn, Not at all. I n a t  it does mean is that we must now 
carry on the propaganda of Communism by means and in the 
process of organizing and leading the daily struggles of the 
masses against the capitalist offensive, winning the masses for 
Communism on the basis of their p & d  expetiaces in the 
stmggle under our leadership. 
This change in the quality of our work, of the work of 
each individual Party membet. as weU as of the Party as a - 
whole, is dictated to us by the basic characteristics of the 
present period in the development of post-war capitalism. For 
an understanding of the characteristics of the present period, 
it is most essential to study the deliberations and decisions of 
the Sixth WorId Congress of the Communist International, 
which laid bare the inevitability of the shattering of the tem- 
porary and decaying capitalist stabilization and the inevitable 
rise of g~eat battIes against capitalism for which the Commu- 
nist Parties in all imprialist and colonial countries must p r e  
pare themselves with the greatest rapidity. 
The Eleventh Plenum of the Executive Committee of the 
Communist International has given us an analysis of the latest 
phase of the development o i  the present per id  of post-war 
capitalism. The Plenum had found that the temporary and 
decaying capitalist stabilization was coming to an end ; while 
in the Soviet Union, the laying of the foundations of a social- 
ist economy was being completed. On the basis of these facts 
the Plenum has analyzed the development of the crisis, the 
capitalist offensive and the sharpening contrast and antagon- 
ism between the capitalist world and the world that is building 
sociaTism, showing the prevalence and inevitable growth of the 
revolutionary upsurge of the masses in all the imperialist and 
colonial countries, the ripening of the pre-conditions for a 
revolutionary crisis in such countries as Germany and P h d  
and the further deepening of the revo1utioaary crisis in China, 
India, and Spain. At the same time the Plenum took note of 
the fact that the Communist Parties were still lagging behind 
this rising revolutionary upsurge of the masses, therefore 
malring it mandatory upon all our Parties to increase rnani- 
fofdy the tempo of their work, to improve the quality of their 
work in order to overcome this dangerous lagging W d ,  thus 
enabling our Parties to function as the true -vanguard of the 
working class. 
The Twelfth Plenum of the E.C.C.I. took n a ~ e  of the fact 
that the relative stabilition of capitalism had come to an end, 
openir~ up a period of e n  to a new cycle of wars and 
revolutions. And the Thirteenth Plenum had found that "the 
development of the genera1 crisis of capitalisnr. after the end 
of the relative stabilization that was noted by the last (Twelfth) 
Plenum of the E.CC.I., has already shaken the capitalist sys- 
tem to a far -redhg  degree all over the world." This was 
taking place at the time when "the U.S.S.R., the bulwark of the 
illternational proletariat and of the oppressed nations, is de- 
veloping its socialist construction a d  raising its power to 
higher and higher lev&". As a consequence, "the objective 
prerequisites for a revolutionary crisis have matured to such 
an extent that at the present time the world is closely approach- 
ing a new round of revolutions and wars". 
What does this mean for the improvement of the quality 
of our work? It means more and better Communist wark 
among the masses f ~ r  the o w z a t i o n  and leadership of their 
daily struggles. It means to m y  on the most concentrated 
activities among the masses, especially among the workers in 
the shops, for the organization of their economic struggles 
against the employers, drawing in the working women and 
youth, building up in the process of these struggles shop com- 
mittees, revolutionary unions and revolutionary oppositions in 
unions of the American Fedemtion of Labor. It means the 
most intensive activities for the organization of the unem- 
ployed masses to struggle for unemployment relief and insur- 
ance, building up in the process wide organizations of the 
trnemployecl. It means, further, the most intense development of 
our anti-war mmpaign which at the present time must be 
placed in the center of all our advities, the campaign against 
the imperialist war on China and for the defense of the 
Soviet Union. In a word it means the most energetic and sys- 
tematic activities for the unfolding of the daily struggles of 
the masses along the lines of the Party's policies against the 
capitalist offensive, at all times recruiting into the Party the 
more advanced proletarian elements and building the Party 
organization in the shops. 
The main guiding Iine for the necessary quality of our work 
has ken stated in the Open Letter as follows: 
UIt is time that the entire Pnrty Aonld undtratand that with- 
wt B mid b&r among tbe M a i v c  eltmtms of the American 
workers the Party -not lead the rtoolutionary suuggla of the 
working c b  and fm rbem fram the influmcs of the d l -  
drmocmb and the bourgeoisie, which still prcvPils among the 
decisive elcmmta of the working d- however faw& the 
conditions for our idumcc may be- I t  L idle chatter to olk 
about the mlutionizing of he working clam by tfre Party n n h  
the Party cotquen a 6rm bash for im1f among the miners, 
4 and stel workers, railmad workers, auto, marine and 
mi l e  w ~ r k e m ' ~  
To accomplish this end, that is, to raise our work to the 
necasary heights of quality, we must combat systematically 
two varieties of opporhmisrn that are still present in our midst. 
One is the right opportunist tendency which expresses itself 
in sheer passivity, in hesitation to step forward as the leader 
and o r p z e r  of the daily struggles of the masses, in the per- 
niciws tendency of white chauvinism and in a lack of faith in 
the revolutionary upsurge that is taking place. This is our main 
danger in the present period. At the same time we must com- 
bat another opportunist tendency, which usually covers itself 
with "left" phrases. This tendency expresses itself in the atti- 
tude of narrow sedarianism which isdates itself from the 
masses, ad* a false "superior" attitude to the masses. The 
effect of this is the abandonment of the field of struggle, the 
opportunist giving up of the fight. 
Joining the Communist Party does under no circumstances 
mean the going away from the masses, but on the contrary, it 
means fw each individual Communist the establishment of 
even ,closer and more intimate connettions with the masses, 
especially with his or her shopmates as well as with the co- 
members of the unions, working class friends in the neigh- 
borhoods, &. Communists prove to the masses their supe- 
rior value to the working class, not by assuming a "superior" 
sectarian pose but by demonstrating concretely in the daily 
struggIe against the exploiters tbat they ate more militant, 
better fighters, better organizers of the workers, dmroing to 
be leaders and able to win the recognition of the masses as 
their leadm in the struggle against the =pitalist offensive. 
Concentration on Shop Work-4he Shop Nudeus 
These qualities of Communist work, a Party member must 
display on all fields of activity, but most especially in the shop 
where he or she works. The shop must become the cater of 
our activities. This is the essence of the Open Letter and of 
the practical decisions of the Thirteenth Plenum of the E.C. 
C.I. This is the main link in the chain of struggle which we 
must now seize with all our might in order to get hold of the 
entire chain fbr making the next step in the development of 
our Party. That is why we must build the Party organization 
-the Party nuclei-first of all and primarily in the shops. 
That is why we must build our revolutionary unions and the 
revolutionary oppositions of the A. I?. of L. unions first of all 
in the shops. Our Jogan is : Every shop must kcome a for- 
tress of Commlrtrimi, alrd #my member of the Party as 
orga&er and leader of t h ~  daily stwggles of the nmses. 
Without minimizing in the least the tremendous impor- 
tance of organizing the unemployed masses, our greatest atten- 
tion must be given to winning and organizing the workers in 
the largest shops of the most important industries. Only in 
this way will we be able to develop the full striking force of 
the proletarian counter-offensive, uniting the struggles of the 
employed with the unemployed workers. Concentration on the 
shops, especially of the chemical and other munitions-producing 
industries (which includes the basic industries) as well as 
transport, is dictated to us also by the needs of the anti-war 
struggle which must be placed b tka cmtm of the P M f s  
acbivities. 
The Party's main policy for winning the workers in the 
shops is to take the initiative for the organiation of the daily 
shggles of the workers against the employers. On the basis 
of these struggles, and in the course of their preparation, the 
ParQ unit (nucleus) in the shop must aim to organhe all 
workers, regardless of their trade union or politid dl%ations, 
drawing in the working women and youth by developing a h  
their s p e d  demands, into a shop committee, or g r i m c e  
committee which, with the maturing of strike struggles, can 
become transformad into a strike preparation or strike corn- 
mi*, thus laying the basis for trade union organization in 
the shop and for winning the broad masses of the workers for 
the revolutionary unions of the T.U,U.L. and for the revolu- 
tionary oppositions in the unions of the A. F. of L, In the 
course of these struggles and activities, the Party members in 
the shops must systematidly recruit the more advanced de- 
ments into the Party, orgarxizing Party shop nudei where none 
exist. In this way the Party is enabled to mobilize for the 
various campaigns ever larger numbers of the most strategic 
sections of the American proletariat, raising its daily struggles 
to higher political levels and building the counter-offensive of 
the working class. In all of these activities we must fully 
utilize the Party press as the agitator and organizer of the 
masses by distributing and selling systematically the Party 
organs, especially the Daily Worker, which is the Party's cen- 
tral organ, and other Party publications, most particularly 
among our shopmates and among the workers genera2ly. 
We are still suffering from a serious underestimation of 
the D d y  Worker as the coIlective agitator and organizer of 
the masses. The Party also has to combat certain Right oppor- 
tunist "fears" that bringing in the Daily Worker into daily 
struggles of the masses may give these struggles "too much of 
a red coloring". The Party has shown these fears to be the 
result of bourgeois and social-fascist influences-"Red Scare" 
pmpaganda-and has insisted upon bringing the Daily Wader 
and the Party face openly before the masses in all their strug- 
gles against the capitalist offensive. The Thirteenth Plenum 
of the E.C.C.I. spoke on this question as foIlows: 
"The content and hnguagt of agifsgion md ;be fmss must 
henceforth bc a d d d  to the braadest strata of the proletarkt 
and the toilers, showing the facs of thc Communk F k t k  in 
both agitation and in m actions (dcrnonsaatioq strib, and 
other maas actions)." 
Chaphr 4 
BECOME A CONSCIOUS LENINIST 
To become a good Communist, that is, a competent organizer 
and leader of the masses against capitalism, one must strive 
to learn and digest the theory and practice of Leninism. The 
teachings of Lenin offer the only guide to revolutionary action 
in the present epxh of imperialism and the proletarian revo- 
lution. Here is how Stalin defines Leninism: 
'lLeninism i~ the Marxism of the epoch of imperialism and 
the proletarian revolution, it is the t h m y  and tactic of the rcv- 
olutioa in gmcral, and particularly the theory and tactic of the 
dictatoAip of the proletariat Marx and Engcls lived in a 
pre-revolutionary epoch when imperialism was still in an cm- 
bryonic condition, when tbe proletarians wen only preparing 
themselvts for the revolution, when the proletarian revolution 
was not yet a direrr practical necessity. k i n ,  the diAcipIt of 
Man and Engels, +hag lived in an epoch of expansion of im- 
perialism and development of the proletarian revolution, in an 
epocb whm this revolution, triumphant in onc country, dwmytd 
the hnrgeoir democracy there and opened the era of proletarian 
democracy, the em of Sovia. That is why Leninism is the 
development of Marxism." 
Froni the above it can be seen how slanderous are the 
assertions of the Trotskyite counter-revolutionists and the 
other renegades that are trying to "prove" that Leninism is 
purely a Russian phenomenon, that the teachings of Lenin are 
not applicable to other countries. Even in our own midst we 
can find hidden Trotskyites who are trying to insinuate in a 
covered manner this same counter-rwolutionary idea. It was 
against this smuggling of Trotskyism into our literature, into 
the history of the Bolshevik Party, that Comrade Stdin m e  
forth so sharply, like our true Bolshevik leader, in his now 
famous letter to the Russian Party periodical Proletarian Revo- 
lrstion. Leninism is nr? merely a Russian phenomenon but an 
international one; It is the philosophy-and guide of the m 
lutionary movement against capitalism and irnperialistn in all 
the imperialist and colonial countries. That is why we must 
aI'I strive to master the theory and practice of Leninism. 
Theory a d  Pracfice 
One of the most irnpomt sides of Leninism is its con- 
ception of the relation between thewy and practice. This rela- 
tion we must understand in order to guard against many dm- 
gers. Any separation of revolutionary theory from revolu- 
tionary practice and, vice versa, revolutionary practice from 
revolutionary theory, inevitably l a d s  to the swamp of oppor- 
tunism. 
We must be on our guard against every underestimation 
of the importance of revolutionary theory. Especially so in 
the United States where the influence of the =pitalist cIass 
ideology upon the working class tends to create within it a 
contempt for revolutiona~ theory. To fall for this is to fall 
into the trap laid for us by our class enemies. At the same time 
we must guard against a purely bookish, abstract, academic 
and scholastic conception of revotutionary theory, This, too, is 
a reflection of bourgeois ideology upon the working class. 
The true relation between mIutionsry theory and revolu- 
tionary practice as developd by k i n ,  is statmi by Comrade 
Stalin in the following words: 
"The theory i s . t h e  qnthaia of thc M P C ~ ~ C ~ C ~  of the hhr 
movement of dl countries in its general aspect It I a w  its 
rrriroff #e if it is not connected with nvolutionarg practice, 
j u  aa practice wanden off into darkna if it d m  not light 
ini way with the mvoIutionary theory. But the theory k m c a  
the grtatat form in the labor movement if it ia indi lnbly  
h n d  up with rtvoldonary practice, for it done caa give to 
tbc movement coddcnct, guidatlct, undemtanding of the inner 
relatiom between mntq it alone mn help to make dear the 
procma and d i d o n  of elam movem~tn in thr p m n t  and 
near fnmrc. Lcnin h i m ~ l f -  has many thms mid that 'without 
a revolutionary theory, then Ean be no rcvolutinnary mow- 
mtnt' ( W M  Is T o  Be Do#&?) He lrndewxd better than any- 
one else the extreme h~purr~ncr uf theory, particularly for a 
Party like ourn on which d w n d t d  thc role of vanguard of 
the inttrnatiod pml-riat and which had to work in o most 
complicated internal and international simatioa. F o d n g  this 
v i a l  role of our Parry, bc thought it n-ry, e m  in 1902, 
to m l I  that #ody a Party &ed by a wn@ # b r y  cm 
pu tAs r& of pwngwd fig-.'' 
Pracficaf Mass Work and +he Study of LeninU Theory 
In actud practice there arises a certain conflict between the 
needs and requirements of a Party member's mass activities 
and his neds for theoretical study. Lt actaalty takes the hrm 
of the attitude that '%ere is no time for study." This is true, 
i f  at all, only in a very limited sense. TLne is no doubt a very 
important element for a Party member who is a q h g  out 
conscientiously his or her Party tash and duties. The thing 
that must be emphized in this d o n  is that theoretical 
Leninist education is also a Party task and duty for each 
individual Party member. Once this idea is thoroughly arrsim- 
ilated the problem resolves itself into one of how best to 
co-ordinate and organize the & out of all the imprhnt 
tasLpractica1 work and thewetid study. 
It is very seldom that a Party member can get the oppor- 
tunity to devote most of the time to t h e o d d  study. As the 
Party's facilities for the theoretical education of its member- 
ship increase, hrger numbers will & getting the chance of 
benefiting by the various full-time training muMiedi in Party 
schools, Workersp Schml, etc. But even those will not be 
relieved of the need of continuing gskmdcally and always 
to enrich their h o w t i d  equipment. Thh m.iw the carry- 
ing on of theoreti4 studies hand in hand with p e a l  mass 
work and in the &mt gmssible contact with it, For most of 
the Party members this is for the present the only way in 
which to c o d h e  tht p r d d  and t h e o d d  . work. An 
indispensable requirement for this warlc is the sydematic util- 
ization of the Party's theoretiad organ, The Cmm&stI and 
of the organ of the E.C.C.I., the Cmt~4(srist I~rt&nd. 
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Cha* 5 
WE ARE MEMBERS OF A WORD P A W  
Our Party is the United States Section of the Communist 
International, which is a world Communist Parly, and each one 
of us is therefore a member of a world Party. In this lies the 
greatest hope and promise of success of the world proletarian 
revolution for all oppressed and exploited in their struggle 
against capitalism. 
The following constitutes Paragraph r of the Constitution 
and Rules of the Communist International, which gives the 
character and aims of w r  World Party : 
“lie Communist Internatioaal+ht International Workers' 
m t i o n - - i s  a union of Comrnuniiit Parties in varions wuu- 
triesr it is a World Communist Party. As the leader and or- 
ganizer of the world revolutionaq movement of the proletariat 
and the uphoIder of the principles and aims of bmrnunhn, 
the+ Communist laternatid strives to win over the majority 
of the working ckm and the broad atmta  of the propertphi 
-try, fights for the establishment of the world dictatorship 
of tbc proletariat, for the wtablishment of a World Union of 
Socialist Soviet Rcpublia, for the mmplete ahlition of clases 
and for the achievement of Socialh-the first stage of the 
Cornmuniat mcicty." 
The main line of the structure of the Communist Inter- 
national is as follows : The Communist International is made up 
of vaiious Communist Parties in individual countries, or 
national d m .  The supreme governing body of the Com- 
nunist International is the World Congress consisting of repre- 
sentatives of all the Sections. The World Congress elects the 
F-lrutive Cormnittee of the Communist International ( E.C. 
C.I.) and the International Control Commission (I .C.C.), The 
decisions of the E.C.C.I. are obligatory for all the Sections 
of the Communist International and must be promptly carried 
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out. The Sections have the right to appeal against decisions of 
the E.C.C.I. to the World Congress, but must c d n u e  to 
carry out such decisions pending the decision of the World 
Congress. 
International diwiptine is of course a basic principle in the 
organization of the Communist Lntwnatiod. Without it no 
working class revolutionary International is possible. It is 
noteworthy that every oppomnist tendency that arises in our 
midst seeks to attack, first of dl, the discipline of the Corn- 
munist International, because in this way, rhe revolutionary 
Leninist policy of the Communist International would be 
weakened and opportunism would meet with less 
This can be seen very d d y  in the attacks of the Trotskyite 
opposition and of the right wing renegades, prior to their ex- 
pulsion from the Communist International, upon the discipline 
of our World Party, and their advocacy of the right to organ- 
ize ftactions and groups within the Communist International 
and its various sections. But our World Communist movement 
has always presented an iron front against any such weakening 
of in t ernat id  discipline, fighting for the Wnis t  principle 
that the Communist Party is a monolithic and homogeneous 
body of revolutionary workers functioning as the m r d  
of the working dass. 
The experience of our own Party in the fight for main- 
taining the discipline of our WorId organization (the fight 
against Lovestoneism and Cannon-Trotskyism ) dcrnonstrat:~ 
that the a t k k  upon the world discipline of our movement is 
always the attempt of opportunists to make the &st opening 
through which they would bring in a whole opportunist ideology 
and program. This was well illustrated by the "theory" of 
American exceptionalism, developed by the Lovcstone and 
Cannon r e n e g a d ~  theory which sought to break duwn the 
world discipline of the Communist International in order to 
transform the American Communist movement into an oppoppor- 
tunist movement. Under ttte leadership of the Exat ive  Com- 
mittee of the Communist International our Party has defated 
these efforts of the #sts and is continthg to build 
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itself as a loyal and disciplined member of the World Com- 
munist Party. 
Proletarian internationalism constitutes the very heart of 
our Wmld Party. It is also on this p i n t  that the Second, 
the social-fascist, International V e s  itself as the main social 
support of the imperialists. The individual parties of the 
Second International are each of them standing in the service 
of their "own" bourgeoisie, and all of them taken together 
are standing in the service of world capitalism. The "inter- 
nationalism" of the Second International is of the same char- 
acter as that of the capitalist class. The only "principle*' of 
internationalism that unites than is their opposition to the 
Soviet Union, their constant plotting for intervention against 
the Soviet Union, and their undying hatred of the revolution- 
ary movement of the w o r m  class and of the oppressed colo- 
nial peoples. In everything else they are narrow, chauvinistic, 
and nationalistic in accord with the dictates of the imperialist 
policies of their respective national bourgeoisie. 
In the present world situation, when the conditions of the 
world revolutionary crisis are rapidly maturing, the bow- 
geoisie "is trying to divert the ferment, the dimtent and 
the indignation of the masses into the channels of fascktion 
a d  w in order to strengthen its dictatorship", Heme the 
"main task of the Communists is to direct this mass movement 
towards the fight for the overthrow of the dictatorship of the 
exploiting dasses", From this the Thirteenth Plenum of the 
E.C.C.I. proceeds to lay down the methais of struggle agaiwi 
fascist ideology and for proletarian kstw~atwdim. It says: 
"Daily and conmtely expose cbauvinhm to tbc masaw in evcry 
country and oppwt it by proletarian intcmationalhnr in tbe 
imprialist countria wrnc out dttcrmindly for the indepdente 
of the colonies, for the liberation of the dependent nations fmm 
all national oppmion; in the key poina of national antagoaimfi 
Communha mua aruggle @nut impviaiia occupation and vio- 
lence, for the right of dfdctmaination." 
For the Communists of the United States this means a 
mast determined struggle for the liberation of the Negroes, 
for the liberation of the peoples of the Caribbean and of South 
Amerim oppressed by Yankee imperialism, against Y a n k  
imperialist exploitation of the Chinese people and hr the de- 
fense of the Chinese revolution, for the liberation of the Phil- 
ippines and for active support of all revolutionary movemeats 
in the colonies. 
In the preface to the program of our World Party, whkh 
was adopted at the Sixth World Congress of the Communist 
Intematiod, it is stated: 
" E q m k i g  the hiatmica1 need for an international aepn- 
ization of ptw~lntiormry p r o l e t a r i a d e  grave-diggm of the 
=pitalint o r d c d e  Communi~t International i s  the only Inter- 
national fom that h a  for i ts program the dictatorehip of the 
proletariat and Cornmuaim, and that opmly coma out aa the 
n r g h  of & ia tmdonad  p l ~ t u ~ i u n  ra#lutios,* 
THE CHIEF STRATEGIC AIM OF OUR PARTY 
Fighting lo  Win +he Majority of the Working as 
The chief strategic aim of our Party in the prment period 
is to win the majority of the working class for the struggle 
against capitalism under our leadership. This has been stated 
by the Eleventh Plenum of the Executive Committee of the 
Communist International in the following words : 
'The W p r i l  taak that now confronts all the Communist 
Parties is to win the majority of the working class as an -tip1 
condition for victory over the bourgeoisie and for preparing the 
working clam for the decirive batdm for ke6 cliclrrlor14 of th 
p&&. The sucessful fulfilment of this principal tmk i s  
dwly linked up with the mnwrIidation of the independent revo- 
Iutionary trade union movement, with the transformation, in the 
process of - proletarian rnovementa, of the revolutionary trade 
union oppositions and af the independent revolutionsry ~rade 
unions, into genuinely m w  organizations rapable indeed of pre- 
paring for and leading the economic battIca of thc proletariat, 
and of becoming the principal transmiion belts between the 
Cornmunisi Parties and the broad masm of the workem" 
In the above excerpts from the Eleventh Plenum Resolu- 
tion, we find aH the elements of our specific tasks which we 
must carry out in order to accomplish dur main strategic aim. 
We need to emphasize especially the task of consolidating the 
independent revolutionary trade unions, that is, the unions of 
the Trade Union Unity League. and their transformation into 
true mass proletarian unions. Hand in hand with this must go 
the building up of the revolutionary trade union opposition in 
the reformist unions, that is, chiefly in the unions of the 
American Federation of Labor. While there is still existing in 
our midst a serious underestimation of the importance of build- 
ing up the unions of the Trade Union Unity Leagu-which 
~mderestimatian is the chief danger in the present pried--at 
the same time we are also suffering from a gave  underestima- 
tion of the needs of building up the revolutionary oppositions 
in the unions of the American Federation of Labor. This un- 
derestimation usualIy hide itself behind "left" phrases, such as 
"there is no need to bother with reactionary unio~~s," or
that '"e members of the A. F. of L. unions are labor aristw 
crats." But this attitude is just as opportunistic and contrary 
to the interests of our movement as is the underestimation of 
the building up of the independent revolutionary unions. 3oth 
must be combatted with the utmost energy in order to carry on 
a successful frght against the d fascist leaders, the be- 
trayers of the workers and fw the winning of the majority of 
the working class. 
The Importam of Trammisrim E d s  
The above excerpts from the Eleventh Plenum Rewlution 
speak of the independent revolutionary trade unions and of 
the revolutionary trade union oppositions as . "the principal 
transmission belts between the Communist Parties and the 
broad masses of the workers!' It is of the greatest importance 
to have a clear realization of the role of these transmission Mts 
for the victory of the proletarian revoIution as well as for the 
building up of a socialist society after the captu'k of power by 
the prolehriat. 
In discussing this question we are raising the very im- 
portant question of the relations between the Party and the 
working class. The Communist Party is the class party of 
the proletariat. It is part and parcel of the working class, em- 
bracing in its ranks the mmt advanced, militant, and conscious 
elements. This means that only a part of the working class, 
its best, most creative and self -sacrificing elements are coming 
into the Party. This raises the question of the relation be- 
tween the Party and the class, the Party and the non-Party 
masses. In brief, this relation can be stated as follows: The 
Party represents the class interests of the entire class. It strives 
to maintain the most intimate and living contact with the 
masses. Such intimate and living contact between the Party 
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and the class, which is a pie-condition for the success of the 
revoIution, can be best established and maintained through the 
building up of wide, formally non-Party mass organizations 
that would embrace the widest masses of the working class, 
guided by the Party through the Communist fmtions within 
these organizations. Such organizations are the trade unions 
into which the widest masses of workers find it necessary to 
come for the defense of their most elementary interests. 
While we are building independent revolutionary unions under 
the Trade Union Unity m e I  we must keep in mind the 
fact that there are still large numbers of workers within the 
unions of the Amerimn Federation of Labor and in the in- 
dependent reformist unions. Therefore, our task on the trade 
union field, the task of building up on that field of struggle the 
necessary transmission belh between the Party and the masses, 
has two sides to it: The building of the independent revolu- 
tionary unions and the building up of the revolutionary op- 
positions in the reformist unions. These are two sides of one 
task which we must carry out in order to 6ght successfully for 
the winning of the majority of the working class. The organi- 
zation of Communist fractions in the unions, revolutionary and 
reformist, is one of the most important phases of this work. 
The "opposition" of the reformist bureaucracy to company 
unions is sheer pretense and demagogy. Green & Co. are them- 
selves following the policy of faseizing the unions, that is, of 
making them completely subservient to the employers and the 
government. And in this counter-revolutionary work Green & 
Co. are assisted and covered up by Muste and the renegades. 
By their treacheries and class coLlaboration policies the social- 
fascist trade union leaders seek to convince the employers that 
the unions under reformist domination do for capitalism 
more and better than the open company unions. But the em- 
ployers k o m e  fully "persuaded" to grant recognition to the 
reformist bureaucmcy only when "threatened" with penetration 
of unions under revolutionary leadership, or when assured that 
the reformist bureaucracy can keep their militant rank and m e  
safely suppressed. Hence, while making ever larger use of the 
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reformist bureaucracy of the unions to break strikes and to 
combat the growth of class struggle unionism, the employers 1 at the same time resort m the widest use of company unions 
as a means of fascizing their rule. The N.R.A., supported and 
strengthened by the reformists, has already proven to be the 
means for not only iascizing the reformist unions but also for 
the wide spread of company unions of a fascist type. That is 
why it is of the utmost importance for the Communists and 
all revolutionary elements to penetrate the company unions and 
to carry on there revolutionary mass work. We do not d l  
upon the revolutionary workers to leave i r t d M d y  the colxl- 
pny unions nor do we call upn the workers to join these 
unions; but the 'aCornmunists must utilize all mass mwements 
as we11 as all manifestations of discontent shown by the masses 
in the fascist trade unions in order to form and consolidate 
indepmdetrt class trade zmio~,  while at the same time continu- 
ing their revolutionary work inside the fascist organizations" 
(Thirteenth Plenum, EC.C.1.). The company unions are dis- 
tinctly unions of a fascist type, althotrgh not fully fascist or- 
ganizations, and the employers seek to develop the company 
unions in a more fascist direction. Hence the above policy of 
the Thirteenth Plenum for fascist unions must be our guiding 
line for the struggle against the company unions. 
Of infinitely greater importance than heretofore is the 
revo1utionary work "within the ranks of the A. F. of L. and 
within independent trade unions" (Directives on Work Within 
the A. F. of L and Independent Trade Unions by the Political 
Bureau of the Central Committee of the C.P.U.S.A.). This is 
dictated to us by "changed circumstances". These are seen, ac- 
cording to the Directives, in the "growth of strikes, the desire 
of workers to enter into trade unions, the policy of the bour- 
geoisie to transform the A. F. of L into a mass organizatim 
which wilI be capable of disorganizing the struggles of the 
workers, the left maneuvers of the A. F. of 1, on the question 
of wages and shorter work week, its leadership of strikes, its 
organizational measures, such as lowering initiation fees, etc., 
which has the aim of facilitating the entrance of the masses of 
workers into A. F. of L unions; the recruiting campaign of 
the A. F. of L. resulting in an influx into their unions". The 
revolutionary unions of the T.U.U.L. have also grown, but not 
to the same extent, although the collaboration of the A F. of L. 
bureaucracy with the N.R.A. and Roomelt to break and dis- 
organize i m p o m t  strikes offers favorable opportunities for 
the growth of the revolutionary unions. The relatively slow 
growth of, the revolutionary unions is to be found, according 
to the directives, in "the weak and sectarian work of the revo- 
lutionary unions" and also in "the unwillingness or fear of the 
workers, who want to enter into the trade unions, to enter into 
revolutionary trade unions because of the bosses' econonlic and 
political terror, the illusions of workers that it is possible to 
obtain satisfaction of their demands without serious struggIe". 
Hence, say the directives, we must "pay the most serious atten- 
tion to the organization of opposition work within the mass 
unions, to participate actively in all local A F. of L. union 
meetings, to organize opposition work in the unions and fac- 
tories, to establish systematic work for the Party fractions in 
the A. F. of L. to fight from within for elected officials in the 
I d s  and for winning over these locals, to develop the initia- 
tive of the membership in placing a number of questions of 
the inner Ii f e of the union in the struggle against the employers, 
that members of the A. F. of L. unions should demand that 
the union carry through strikes and the election of strike com- 
mittees at general meetings of all striking workers". 
In  view of the above, work in the independent unions as- 
sumes much greater importance than heretofore. The present 
situation, say the Directives, "demands serious attention" to 
the work "within the independent unions where such unions 
almdy exist". But this is not aU. The Directives say that "in 
those places where the workers do not Weve in the A. F. of 
L., or where there are no A. F. of L. unions but where the 
workers fear to enter into the Red unions, or where our influ- 
ence is i n s f i i e n t  for the organization of mass Red unions"- 
in all such inshnces it becomes necessary to organize such 
independent unions. For, if we do not, "our enemies have an 
opportunity to utilize the desire of the workers to join the 
independent union3 in order to isolate the workers from us". 
This is precisely what the rehrmists, especial1 y Muste asld the 
renegades, are undertaking to do. By the above policy we can 
successfully combat this maneuver of the enemies. This we 
shall accomplish by arrying on in all the independent unions 
"energetic organizational and idedogical work, to participte 
together with them in spikes, to fight together with them on 
concrete questions, in order to secure in these unions the in- 
Auence over those elements who honestly fight for the interests 
of the workers, and isolate the supporters of the A, F. of L. 
leaders arid the employers". In carrying out this policy, we mum 
aim "to attract by concrete actions on our side the honest ele- 
ments from among the Musteite following stnd expose those 
who are agents of the A. F. of L. bureaucmcy". 
The revoIutionary unions must develop ways and form of 
collaboration with such independent unions. The ertact form 
of such collaboration a n  be determined only on the basis of 
the "concrete situation" in every one of these unions. Say the 
Directives: "Depending upon the concrete situation, we can . 
place the question of one or the other form of organization or 
col?aboration of the revolutionary unions with the independent 
unions, such as, joint delegates' conferences, contact commis- 
sions, the organization of fderations, etc." 
Does this mean, however, that we can afford to weaken in 
the slightest the work of the revolutionary unions ? Not at aU. 
The Directives say : "It must be understood that the work of 
the revolutionary unions must not be weakened; on the con- 
trary, the better and the more energetically the revolutionary 
unions of the miners, textile workers, steel workers, automobile 
workers and others will work, the more successfully will we 
isolate the A. F. of L. leaders within their unions and win over 
the local A. F. of L. organizations." 
The Sfruggle Againsf Social hsdm 
The task of building up these transmission belts betwwn 
the Party and the masses must be considered also from the 
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angle of our stmgglt against such1 faxism. In previous chap 
ters we have discussed the role of socia1 fascism the chief 
social support of imperialism and have shown how the defeat 
of social fascist influence among the masses is a prerequisite 
for the successful struggle against capitalism. Here we can 
see that the building up of Communist fractions and mass rev- 
olutionary oppositions in the unions of the A. F. of L. offers 
one of the mast important weapons for the successfuf struggle 
against soda1 fascism. 
Of course, one must have a clear understanding of the 
role and tasks of revolutionary oppositions in reformist unions. 
Their task is not to live in peace with the social fwcist leaders 
of these unions but on the contrary, to wage a systematic fight 
against than, to expose their demagogy and maneuvers, to 
combat their betrayals of the workers, and to wrest the masses 
away from the leadership of the social fascists. The exposure 
and fight against the "loyal oppositions" of Musteism as "left" 
social-fascism is a vital part of this struggle. And the most 
important means for accomplishing this end is for the tevolu- 
tionary oppositions led by the Communist fractions to under- 
take the independent leadership of the txanornic struggles of 
the workers regardless of and against the treachems social 
fascist leadership. It is only in the measure in which the rev- 
olutionary trade union opposition' in thc reformist unions un- 
dertake to lead independently the daily economic struggles of 
the workers against the wishes of the m i a l  fascist leaders, 
concentrating their work in the shops and factories, that we 
will succeed in breaking the influence of the sacial fascist 
leadership and winning the masses for the revolutionary lead- 
ership. 
In speaking of the importance of transmission belts between 
the Party and the masses, we must remember that besides the 
unions there are other non-Party mass organizations, already 
existing and others that we undertake to organize in the course 
OF the developing counter-offensive of the proletariat. We 
should refer here to such non-Party m a s  organiaations as 
the International Labor Defense, the Workers International 
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ReIief, various organizations in the struggle for Negro rights, 
the League of Struggle for Negro Rights (LS.N.R.), etc. Of 
course some of these organizations are as yet far from being 
Inass organizations. Our task therefore consists in widening 
them, broadening them out, and transforming them into real 
mass movements. Also in the course of developing the pro- 
letarian countersffmsive we are resorting to the building up 
of various non-Party mass organs on a united front U s ,  as 
for instance, the building up of the Unemployed Committees 
and Councils, Anti-War Committees, etc. Here the important 
thing to remember is that the Party must build up and develop 
transmission belts between itself and the dass, f d w  the 
tactic of the united front from below with the widmt massea 
of workers on the basis of a common &niggle for theit daily 
and most burning n d .  All Communists- in such orgmk-  
tions must organize themselves into a Party fraction working 
under the direction of the respective leading commitbees of 
the Party. 
For a Mass Communist Patty 
The transformation of our Party into a mass Party of the 
proletariat, in the shortest possible time, is one of our main 
tasks. In fact, this is t k  main task because to accomplish it, 
the Party must carry on a succes$ful struggIe for the winning 
of the majority of the working class. This means the widest 
activities for the organization of the daily fight of the masses 
against the capitalist offensive and for the development of the 
proletarian counter-offensive. This means the building up of 
powerful transmission belts between the Party and the class, es- 
pecially the building up of the revolutionary unions and rev- 
olutionary oppositions in the reformist unions and the organ- 
izations of the unemployed, always remembering that the work- 
ing women and youth constitute one of the most important 
parts of the proletariat. In other words, the Party can build 
itself into a mass Party only by building up the fighting power 
of the proletariat and its non-Party mass organizations. Con- 
sequently, the task of transforming w r  Party in the shortest 
possible time into a mass Communist Party includes aH the 
other tasks and in this sense it is the most important and all- 
inclusive task of our Party. 
The Open Letter has formulatd the concrete measures 
which we must take in order to fight effectively for the trans- 
formation of our Party into a mass Communist Party. Con- 
cretizing the decisions of the Thirteenth Plenum of the E.C. 
C.T. and applying them to the specific conditions in the United 
States, our Central Committee issued a number of slogans with 
which to mobilize the Party and the workers for the develop 
ment of the proletarian counter-offensive. Chief of these slo- 
gans is the slogan of "Fwe to the Shops." In accordan= with 
the general line of the Communist International for the present 
period, our Central Committee undertook to direct the attention 
of the Party and the workers that follow the Party's leader- 
ship to the vital importance of building up the strength of the 
revolutionary workers in the shops a d  f a c t h s .  This is where 
the p w e r  of the working class counts most. This is the place 
where the Party and the revolutionary unions, as welI as the 
revolutionary oppositions in the refarmist unions must root 
themselves in order to be able to promote effectively the or- 
ganization of the proletarian cauntersfTensive. Consequently, 
the task of' transforming our Party into the mass Party of t h e  
-4mrian proletariat must be carried out primarily by build- 
ing our strength in the shops and factories without weakening 
in any way our work among the unemployed. 
The fulfdmmt of this task also involves the giving of sys- 
tematic assistance and guidance to the Young Comtnunist 
League, the Party's assistant in the fight for Socialism, and 
the building up of the Y.C.L. into a mass organization of the 
American working dass and toiliw youth. Every Party unit, 
and every Party member must help the Y.C.L. arry out this 
basic task, 
THE MAIN UNES OF STRUGGLE 
The Eleventh Plenum of the E.C.C.I. has formulated the 
following main lines along which we must conduct the struggle 
to win the majority of the working class. 
Three Liner of S)ruggle 
r.  The fight against the capitalist offensive and the organ- 
ization of a broad counter-offensive of the proletariat. This 
includes chiefly the fight against wage cuts, for wage in- 
m s e s ,  against Iay offs, for the shorter work day without re- 
duction in pay, for social insurance at the expense of the ern- 
ployers and the state, for unemployment insurance, for imme- 
diate relief to the unemployed, etc. 
2. The fight against the bourgeois dictatorship in all its 
forms. This includes the struggle against the terror of the 
bosses and police, for the freedom of revolutionary workers' 
organizations, free press, free speech, the right of assembly, 
for the immediate dissolution of all fasast organizations and 
armed company bands, for disarming the latter, and the arm- 
ing of the d e r s  against fascist attacks, against imperialist 
terror in the colonies, the propaganda and organizational pre- 
paration and the carrying through of mass politid strikes 
as a means of struggle of the working class against the politid 
reaction of the bourgeois dictatorship in all its forms, the or- 
ganization of mass self-defense corps on a factory bask, etc. 
3. The fight against the imperialist war and military in- 
tervention against the Swiet Union. This includes the ex- 
posure of the preparations for military intervention by the im- 
perialist governments, the fight against the imperialist robber 
war on China, fur the defense of China, the Chinese Revolu- 
tion and the Soviet Union. 
Winning the Masses of Exploited Farmers 
For the purpose of winning the masses of smaU and es- 
ploited farmers, and of strengthening the leading role of the 
proletariat in the agricultural districts, our Party must render 
all possible support to the struggles of these masses against 
their exploiters. Our Party must lead and organize the struggle 
of the toding farmers against the burden of taxation, against 
forced labor (especially in the South), f ~ r  the reduction of 
rent and abolition of indebtedness, linking up these movements 
with the struggle against the landlords, far the confiscation of 
the large landlord estates without compensation, agairist the 
rule of the capitalist class-for a Soviet government. 
The Adi-War Stnrgqle Must Be Placed in the Ceder 
of fhe Parly's Adiviiy 
The fight against the imperialist robber war on China and 
for the defense of the Chinese Revolution and of the Soviet 
Union constitutes at the present time the center of the Purty's 
ac-. The Japanese offensive in China, the seizure of Man- 
churia and the penetration of the Japanese forces into Central 
China, create the immediate danger of imperialist war against 
the Soviet Union, at the same time sharpening all the impe- 
rialist antagonisms and i n e d n g  manyfold the danger of a 
new imperialist world war, which is beaming one of the most 
important roads by which world imperialism is geeking a cad- 
talist m y  out of the crisis. Tbis is the greatest danger con- 
fronting the world's proletariat and the oppressed toiling 
masses at the present time. Consequently the struggle against 
the imperialist war an China, against the pztition of China 
and for the defense of the Chinese Revolution and of the 
Soviet Union is the central task of the Party, with which the 
other main lines of struggle must be intimately linked up. 
The Eleventh Plenum of the E.C.C.I. has made it the duty 
of ewer3 individual Communist to expose the &a]-fascists as 
agents of the imperi Jist bourgeoisie in the preparatons for 
military intervention against the Soviet Union, to expose their 
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false pacifism as an organic and inte-1 part of these war pre- 
p l i o n s ,  and to win the masses away from the d l - f sc i s ts  
for the anti-war struggles under the leadership of the Com- 
In accord with the new stage in the general crisis of capi- 
tdism-the close appro& of a new round of revo!utions and 
wars-the Thirteenth Plenum of the E.C.C.I. has reformulated 
the immediate tasks of the Communist Parties under the fol- 
lowing main lines : A. The Faht Against Fascist Ideology ; 
B. The Fight Against the Fasciation of the B o w p i s  Gov- 
ernments and Against War; C. Against Social-Democracy and 
for a United Front From Below, With the fight against fascist 
ideology we have d a l t  in the discassion of proletarian intma- 
tionalism (Chapter 5 ) .  On the fight against faciation and 
war, the Thirteenth Plenum urges first of all to  "brush aside 
the fataIist, defeatist line of the inevitability of a fascist dic- 
tatorship and imperialist war and also the opportunist under- 
estimation of the tempo of fascization and the threat of im- 
perialist war, which condemn the Communist Parties to ps- 
sivity". I t  then proceeds to lay down the line of struggIe as 
"In carcfulty explaining the emnornit and political &very 
which the fascist dictatorship ia bringing to the toilem, &owing 
tbe m w  rbat the f h m  arc not Socia l i i  and are not bringing 
in a new order, but are lackc* lkk#th of capid, &c Cwtl- 
munista mu& m the in time for the d e f e w  of ths d e  
uniom, of the lobor p m  of &t workCrd dub, of the f m d ~  
to strike and of worked rnsetings organhbg pmm demowtra- 
tiom, striltcs and netting up fighting d f - d t f ~  dctachmmta 
to &st the terrorist gas@ 
"In fighting ag& ww, the Communists masi prepate m n  r 
now for tbe -formation of the imperiaUst war into civil war, i 
m w n m t e  their form in each country at the wd pmts of th ' 
w m&# of iraptrialim.n i 
On the fight stgainst soeialdemocracy and for a united fmnt 
from below, the Plenum says: 
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"In their fight against d - d e m w a c y ,  the Cornmumha 
muut prove to tht workem hut the new hnhptcy  of social- 
democracy and the SccDnd International waubistoridly inevitable. 
While carefully exposing to the m e s  and refuting the hypo- 
critical and treatherow aophistriw of W - d r m m c y ,  the 
Communists must win o m  the social-dcmocmtic workem for ac- 
tive revolutionary struggle uuder the laademhip of the Com- 
mnnia Pard-." 
"The Thirteenth Plenum of the E.C.C.I. mlb upon all Set- 
tiom of the Communist International pchstcntly to fight for the 
realiation of a ad militant front with the daldcrnwratie 
workem, in spite of and agaim the will of the trcacbermus 
Itadem of e I d e m o c r a c y . n  
To achieve the above aims, the Plenum stresses the tasks 
of revolutionary mass work and the strengthening of the Com- 
munist Parties. In connection with this the Plenum calk for 
better discipline and fighting fitness. It says : 
T h e  T h i t b  Pknm of the E.C.C.I. ma before dl Corn- 
mnnieit Partis w mast impomt  taaka the carrying out of regular 
and conatant &&-up on tht strengthening of their ranks, of 
preparing to go underground, of tightening up dbr+1iae and 
jgMg @TS of every Party organization and o f  mry Party 
m h m n  
In addition to the resolution of the Thirteenth Plenum, 
every Party member must study and fully digest the Open 
Letter in order to becwtle equipped for the tasks confronting us. 
Developing the Daily Struggles of thr Workerr 
There exists a grave uaderestimation of the imporlance of 
organizing and leading the daily s m 1 e s  of the workers for 
their "small" grievanw and immediate demands. Some com- 
rades think tbat the attitude of minimizing the importance of 
such struggles is a sign of betng a good proletarian revolu- 
tionist, Nothing is furthet from the truth. Behind this un- 
wiliingnw and hesitation to organize the daily fight of the 
workers, espsC;ally in the shops and factories, for the recti- 
fication of their grievances and for their economic demanrla, 
there usually lurks either plain right opportunist passivity, li 
not cowardice, or a narrow sectarian conception of the tasks of 
the Communist Party, which conception is also opprtmist 
although it covers itself with "left" phrases. 
The truth is that the organization and leadership of these 
daily stqggles of the workers, even for their smallest de- 
mands, is one of the most important tasks of the Gunmtmists 
and the Communist Party, It is only tbrough the fulfilment of 
this task that we wiIl be able to develop the proletarian mu- 
ter-offensive, building up in the prmess the revolutionary 
unions and the other transmission belts, t t a n s f d n g  our Par- 
ty into a mass Party and winning the majoritp of the working 
class. This task of developing the daily struggles of the work- 
ers is the very essence of the united front policy frorn below 
and this @icy is the most powerful weapoo in our hands for 
the fulfilment of the main aims of our m o m e n t  in the present 
period. The Elwenth Plenum of the E.C.C.I. corlcludes its 
general political resolution with the following words ; 
' W y  by mndmting penhut  -atic md everyday strug- 
gle, only by r d y  fighting for the cveqdap in- of the 
workem and d k h g  even tht Ggbtew sigm of proteat of the 
m a ~ a r  of the workem, againat cxploitption and fsscist d o n ,  
d l  the Commmist P d w  bs abla to dim tb broad mitd 
front from below, defmt mcial demouacy, create maw rovolu- 
tiooary trade nnioan, or wvolutionarg trade m i o a  oppsitiom, 
win thc majority of h e  working dam and lead h e  working dam 
to the decidw batdm for tho dictatonhip of the proletariat.'." 
The Allies of ~IIO American Working Class 
The growth of widespread movements among the non- 
proletarian d o n s  of the population makes it very important 
that every Party member should gain a clear derstaditng 
of the allies of the proletariat. In response to this need, the 
Open Letter discusses this question as follows: 
' T h e  mmt important allies of tbe Amtrim working dam arc 
the poor and mall f m r a  Tbm farmers, m well M b a d  
m i o m  of the middle farmem, am hardea bit by the whole 
development of post-war c a p i h  and d l l y  by the the* 
nomic crisiq and are most brutally expIoitcd by the gowrtmmh 
by the bds, by the tmm and the insurance companies. Tbeir 
in=- are m ~ e q ~ n t l y  dirrcted objectively agsina finance cap- 
ital. fa this aimtion the main d of the Pa- in itu work Pmong: 
tbeae toilers consiwr above all in the organiaatioa of the agricul- 
turd worken independently of the fsrmrr, in ~ i z i a g  them 
into the Party and trade u n i q  in organhiing and leading strikes 
of the agricultural workers, which in m o p  p h  already played 
an important mlt in the development of the farmers' movmmt. 
At the w e  time the Party h the pm'bility of m o w  not 
only the poor md mall farmem, but a h  broad techm of 
ruined middh farmem, for the su~ggle spht upiulism M the 
8idide of the proletariob while a t  the m e  time it  an neutralize 
other mttiom of middle farmera." 
'The &her important ally of &a tbs proletariat is to 
be found in the m of Negroes in the straggle national 
o p p d n .  The Communia Pa-, aa the m l n t i ~ n a r y  Party of 
the p r o l d a t ,  t, he only Party which h e o u r e w y  aad - 
l d y  umying an a stmggle agaiaM the national oppmian of 
the Negrow, which is bcEoming prtimlarly intam with the 
ddoping crib ar &own by the recent deatb mtcncc agaiost 
the W N e m  Kin o r  the gs~at - of Negrrres 
aa allia of tbe proletariat a g a h  tbo American bourgcoillic." 
UIt u -LC also to win 'over to the aide of tbe workem, 
or at leaat to nmtdke, broad d o n a  of the lower pmy bar- 
geoime and h&nd wokem in the cities who ban bctn brought 
into action by the m e n d o u  p m  of the wish . . . if only 
the Party will come out d u t d y  in d t f m  of their interah." 
The struggle to win these non-proletarian tail- as allies 
of the proletariat is a struggle for the hegemmay of thr pole- 
d& in the common  struggle^ against capitalism. Without the 
working clam exercising hegemony in these struggles, the non- 
proletarian toilers cannot be won over as eEe&ve allies of the 
proletariat, But how can the working das secure and main- 
tais this hegemony? Says the Open Letter: 
'The one way for the proletariat w mmre and maimin its 
hegemony i a  for it to prow in all atruggIm that it i the van- 
guard1 the lender that s t d m  moat courageonsly against the com- 
mon enemy, namely, finance capital. There k no 0th- wap bo 
win hegemony. A0 h l m e I y  n v  but - to- 
ward thd end is tbc winning of the ~ D M C C  of the prowiat  
on tht n~~-p.oxet&n h &mu& rwdrJiDwray w o k  of Ibe 
Party among thwo ma. It i the tmk of the Party to o m  
all toiling maam who haw been bmugbt into & against 
b a n e  capital and its govunmtnt, intD a broad d n b y  
palitid army, in which the proleWt is tbt lezdiog & and 
tht broad mzum of the pctiy bourgaoisie in th tom and in the 
rural disttictn as ia allia in the struggle against tbe brrurgmidc" 
In carrying out this work the Party must guard against the 
danger of becoming "debrackd from its main task, namely, 
the winning of the influence in the factories, above all in the 
big factor&, and the systematic building up of factory nuclei 
and trade union organization". Says the Open Letter: 
wIf the Parry int& its activity among the pctty bourgeois 
mamca without at tbc =me time and abow d strmkhening ies 
ba& in the big fattoria and among the moat important d o n s  
of the Amwican working c b  . . . t h m  th h g e r  ariscc &at 
tbe Party, having only weak c a n m  with l e  Waive m i o m  
of A m e r i c a  workeq wiI1 be driven away from ita proletarian 
b e ,  and insttad of leading the petty bourgds rn- will 
mccumb to tbt influence of pmty bourgeoi~ aentimentq illusions 
and petty btugeois mcthodm cif work. The root of this danger 
lien in the sum total of objective conditiom created by the crisis 
and in the relationship of &as fe-'' 
The way to guard against this danger is to carry out the 
program of corrcefffratioioa upon the biggest shops in the basic 
industries, and upon the unemployed. For- 
"If tbe Plarty doce not make a turn to the work in the large 
f d e $  and d m  wt organhe d k c  awvtmenta and mowmen* 
of the unemployed, if it d m  not m g t h e n  ia proletarian base 
a d  build up the revolutiwary tradc union movement, then the 
danger miam that tbe Party, under the elemental p m r e  of the 
petty kmorgmk m y  the - of farmers, will k 
a w i M  to the wrong track, k~ the d i d o n  d a Farmer-Lpbr 
Faq." 
% Pmy mnst now bmd dl im &om to wry out the 
work among tbo h d d  worktn in meb a way that the Party 
wi l l  nuke d&rn among the induwrial workcrq aad 
thna mpke impomi'bIe dl h p r  h Crk Pm-ty gobg off  idr $ r o b  
* b#.* 
Chapfar 8 
'WE STRUGGLE AGAINST DEVIATIONS FROM THE 
LENINIST UNE 
Bolshevik Idolermca +o Opportunism and 
Opporfunir) Deviations 
Bolshevism is highly intolerant towards opportunism and 
opportunist deviations because opportunism in the labor move- 
ment constitutes the influence of the capitalist ideology upon 
the working class. To be tolerant to opportunism means to be 
toIerant to capiblist ideology which is the same thing as tole- 
* 
ration of the capitalist dictatorship and the abandonment of the 
struggle against it. It is an established historic fact that Bol- 
shevism became what it is, the guide of the world revolutionary 
movement and the builder of Socialism in the Soviet Union, 
because of the merciless and highly intolerant struggle against 
opportunism--right and "left1'- of a11 shades and varieties. 
Stalin puts if this way: 
"Lcniaim a r m ,  grew, and bewrne strong in a rplent1ar 
strogglc againa opponunism of every shade, inclnding centrism 
- in tbe am ( ~ a u m k ~ )  and cmttim among us (Trotsky and 
othem) ." 
It is noteworthy that one of the commonest forms of op- 
portunist attacks upon Communism is the attack upon its so- 
called "narrowness," "dogmatism," "inflexibility." By this the 
opportunists mean the Bolshevik intolerance of bourgeois and 
petty-bourgeois ideology, since nothing is more alien to h n i n -  
isng than sectarian narrowness and dogmatism. teninism pos- 
sesses a11 the width and flexibility that the Communist vanguard 
requires for the winning of the masses to struggle against the 
capitalist dictatorship and for the establishment and victory 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat. And beeause of this 
fact, M n i s m  also has all the iron inflexibility and intolerance 
towards the arriers of bourgeois ideology into the working 
class. This ideology Leninism considers deadly for the dtvel- 
vpment of the revolutionary working class movement and 
consequently wages an incessant fight against opportunism. 
At its very inception BoIshevism made the struggle against 
opportunism and against the tolerant and conciliatory attitude 
towards opportunism, not only in Russia, but in the entire 
world labor movement, one of the centraJ tasks of a proletarian 
Marxian revolutionist. The need for such a struggle Lenin 
axpressed as far back as 1902, in his f a m s  pamphlet WhC 
Is To Be DOMP in the following words : 
'We are marching as a small group, holding each other 6 r d y  
by the haad, dong steep and precipitow ptbk We are mr- 
rounded on all sides by enemies and must marcb marly always 
under their h. We have united in accordance with a fmly  
adopted decision, namely, to hght against the enemy and not m 
land in the neighbriag swamp, the inhabitants of which have 
calumniated w right from the first ~ U B C  we have united in 
a special group and have &-a the way of struggle inwad of 
the way of conciliation. And now look: many of ua arc be- 
ginning to cry: come into the swamp! If one tcacba them k t -  
tcr thty reply: What backward people you an! You are not 
ashamed to deny ur the freedom to i d  you to a better wayI- 
Oh, yc$ gentlemen, you have tbt freedom to go wherever you 
want to, even into the mmpr in fact we h d  that the proper 
place for you is in the mmp. We are c m  prcpared to help 
yon to d e  in it. But let go of our hands. Don't c h g  to us 
and do not mlly the great word 'freedom,' for we arc likewise 
fret to go where we want to go5 free not to go into the swamp 
but to fight against t h w  wbo return to the swamp!" 
This is how Lenin was initiating the struggle agamst o p  
portunism at the birth of the Bolshevik Party. It is in the 
same spirit that the Communists everywhere must combat op- 
portunism and opportunist deviations. 
lh Strug* on Two FPontr 
The hght of Leninism @st opportunism and opportunist 
deviations is a iight on two fronts-against the right opportu- 
nism aud against the "left" opportdsm, exposing and eom- 
batting all conciliation with and toleranae of opporhnbt de- 
viati-. At various times opportunist deviations in our midst 
appear in a e r e n t  forms, taking on ~Wereut practical mani- 
festations, but at all times they r d  the retkchn of the 
-is and reformist ideology upon the working class. 
The Fourteenth Plenum of our Central Committee stated 
that sectarianism "constitutes the chief obstacle in the revolu- 
tionary mass work of the Party," that the "strong sectwbn 
te-3 in the entire work of the Party, as w d  as ia the 
mass organiations, are on a d q I y  tooted formalism." 
In order to overcome the sectarian tendencies, the Plenum 
ddared that "the Party must carry on a conistent spuggIe 
against +ht o p p o r t w h  as the main danger as wdl as against 
opportunism mvered with 'left' phrases." 
The right opportdm at the present time manifests itself 
in an mdembation of the repolutioaasy upsurge, in passiv- 
, ity, in hesitation and outright unwillingness to place the Party I at the bead of the masses for the development gf tble proleta- rian c~unkroffemive, and in undemtimatioa of the vital importance of building the Party in the shop and factories, white chauvinism, and in similar tendencies. The "left" op- 
portunism expresses itself mainly in the underestimation .of the 
importance of organizing the masses for their d d y  struggles, 
espedally the e m d c  d c m a d ,  unwilbgness to carry on 
revolutionary work in the refotmist d o n s ,  the ten* to 
skip over the immediate practical tasks of the Party because 
bigger tasfrs confroat us in the perspective, and a general mr- 
row, sectarian attitude to the masses and to the Party's taska 
among the masses. A most harmful opportunist t e d m y  is 
the tendency tswards a m d d m l  and bureaucratic treatment 
of the Party's work, a tendency which is cwamon to both the 
right and 'left" deviations, 
These deviations express themselves in questions of theory 
and policy as well as in the daily prac.tid work. 
Dealing with the struggle against opportunism, the Thir- 
teenth Plmum of the E.C.C.I. said: 
"It would therefore be a Right oppoaunht error to fail to 
m lrow the objective tendencia of th accelerated matrving of 
r reddonary trimin in the ~apidiut  world. But the preasDa 
and mth~ of tbne trmdcn& both cawomic and politid, 
do not imply that revolutionary development is proeaading up- 
& by i d f ,  or nohindered witbur &ace from couarw- 
acting form Revolutionary dwbpmmt 5 ~ n l m e o u d y  hb 
d d  pad accelerated by tbe fascirt fury of the bourgeoisie. Tbe 
quation ~l to bow m n  the rule of bankrupt eapitalii will be 
ovuthrown by the proletariat will be determined by the fighting 
p- of the majority of the working clam, by thc 
fd work of tbt Cornmu& Partiw in undermining thc mam ia- 
fineme of d a L d m ~ . "  
"Tbt Tbhenth PIenwn of the E.C.C.I. & upon all EC- 
tiom of ~ I G  Comintera to mthldy root om oppommha in all 
its formq and a h  dl, right opportuaim (Remmele, N~umann, 
the d t f t a b  ia other muatrim in their estimate of thc p r o s e  
of the Ciuman molntioo), without which the Crrmmumht P d w  
will not be able to lead the working up to the victorious 
araggla fdk the rn powtr." 
The Party is waging a systematic fight against the o p  
portunist deviations in practice as well as in theory. It is es- 
pecially important to follow up and expose the manifestations 
of opportunism in our midst in the daily practical work b c  
cause it is there that -mist  dwiat ion~right  and "left" 
-will make their appeamnce sometimes without the comrade 
responsible for the deviation being fully con&ous of its mean- 
ing. 
Under the leadership of the Communist International the 
Party has waged a successful struggle against opportunism on 
two fronts. This is how it succeeded in defeating and freeing 
the Party from the right Lovestone opportunists and from the 
I Cannon-Trowte opportuaists, both of than find thawelves at the m t  time in tbe camp of the entmy. But the successful figfit against opportttnist de- re- quires on the part of every Party metaber the utmost alertness, intolerance, and hmndabitity towards oppottunist devia- tions, eswally against sectarianism and formalism We ob- erve however, among certain Party membrs, a tendmy to be 
eqgy going, tofernat and conciliatory towards opportunist de- 
viation& This is a dangerous attStudt which i s  very harmful 
to the intmsts 05 the working class and to the growth of our 
Party. It is this attitude that Camrade S tah  attatked so 
skpIp,  branding it as "roteen liberalismm and d h g  upon 
every Communist to demonstrate in pn&e in his everyday 
~ 1 u t S ~  work true Bolshdh &tolerance of and irre 
eoncilability with all opportunist deviations from tbe Leninist 
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